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The need for long-distance High Frequency (HF) communications in the 3-30 MHz 
frequency range seemed to diminish at the end of the 20th century with the advent of space-
based communications and the spread of fiber optic-connected digital networks.  Renewed 
interest in HF has emerged as an enabler for operations in austere locations and for its 
ability to serve as a redundant link when space-based and terrestrial communication 
channels fail.  Communications system designers can create a “digital twin” system to 
explore the operational advantages and constraints of the new capability.   
Existing wireless channel models can adequately simulate communication channel 
conditions with enough fidelity to support digital twin simulations, but only when the 
transmitter and receiver have clear line of sight or a relatively simple multi-path reflection 
between them.  With over-the-horizon communications, the received signal depends on 
refractions of the transmitted signal through ionospheric layers.  The time-varying nature 
of the free electron density of the ionosphere affects the resulting path loss between the 
transmitter and receiver and is difficult to model over several days.   
This dissertation examined previous efforts to characterize the ionosphere and to 
develop HF propagation models, including the Voice of America Coverage Analysis 
  
Prediction (VOACAP) tool, to support path loss forecasts.  Analysis of data from the Weak 
Signal Propagation Reporter Network (WSPRnet), showed an average Root Mean Squared 
Error (RMSE) of 12.9 dB between VOACAP predictions and actual propagation reports 
on the WSPRnet system. 
To address the significant error in VOACAP forecasts, alternative predictive models 
were developed, including the Forecasting Ionosphere-Induced Path Loss (FIIPL) model 
and evaluated against one month of WSPRnet data collected at eight geographically 
distributed sites.  The FIIPL model leveraged a machine learning algorithm, Long Short 
Term Memory, to generate predictions that reduced the SNR errors to an average of 4.0 dB 
RMSE.  These results could support more accurate 24-hour predictions and provides an 
accurate model of the channel conditions for digital twin simulations. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 High Frequency (HF) Communications Background 
The advent of High Frequency (HF) communications spanning the 3-30 MHz 
frequency range dominated long-distance communication across the globe from about 
1920 to 1960 [1].  By leveraging inexpensive transmitters, HF radio operators can transmit 
wireless signals from a simple antenna, like a wire dipole antenna, that will reflect some 
energy from different layers of the ionosphere back toward the ground.  Depending on 
many factors, including transmitted frequency, transmitter power, antenna efficiency, and 
the state of the ionosphere, communications operators could establish world-wide networks 
for voice and low bit-rate data transmissions.  The challenge for communications operators 
involved finding the right part of the HF band that could support a channel to the desired 
remote receiver at the desired time.  Identifying a suitable channel is complicated by the 
variations in the physical world that include: density of ionospheric layers due to exposure 
to sunlight, current solar wind state, interactions with the magnetosphere, and other factors 
[2].   
Despite the arrival of space-based communication satellites and increased terrestrial 
communications networks that can overcome these challenges, HF continues to serve in 
vital roles as back-ups to primary long-haul communications methods, as a primary means 
of communications in austere environments, and as an alternative to directly accessing 
geostationary satellites from polar regions [3], [4].  Recently, HF operators demonstrated 
the important backup capabilities that HF can provide in disaster situations.  As hurricane 
Maria battered the island of Puerto Rico in 2017, emergency response teams that included 
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HF radio operators deployed to the disaster area to provide emergency communications 
services that included over-the-horizon HF communications between Puerto Rico and the 
Continental United States when other communications systems had been destroyed [5].   
1.2 Digital Twin Simulations Overview 
As system developers build more complex systems and seek to integrate advanced 
communications, computing, sensing, and actuators into advanced capabilities, “digital 
twins” have become an important tool during system design and full-scale operations.  As 
described by Shafto [6], a digital twin is a “software model of a physical thing” that allows 
real world data into the model so that performance predictions will result from the output.  
This new digital twin paradigm is not exempt from the time-tested modeling and simulation 
truism: “all models are wrong, but some models are useful.”  Just like many other 
simulation-related efforts, the keys to building a successful digital twin are selecting 
appropriate physics-based models that capture enough fidelity to provide a valid output for 
a given input to the digital twin that would yield the same result as the physical system. 
The Department of Defense (DoD) and industry partners have shown interest in 
exploiting digital twins to lower the cost of developing, deploying, operating, and 
maintaining advanced weapon systems of the future [7] .  A desired outcome of the DoD’s 
digital twin capabilities would be the reduction in the total cost of ownership for these new 
systems throughout their life cycle.  Fulfilling the promise of digital twins would allow 
developers to rapidly perform trade studies on the virtual versions of real-world systems 
before they are ever produced.  By taking advantage of results from a digital twin, program 
managers can reduce the costs of the more traditional hardware-based prototyping method 
to gain similar results. 
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1.3 Scope for this Research 
A goal for this research was to create an improved prediction of the performance of an 
HF communication network that could be integrated into a digital twin model.  The use 
case to demonstrate this capability is a ground-based emergency communications network, 
like the SHAred RESources (SHARES) High Frequency Radio Program coordinated by 
the Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) National Coordinating Center for 
Communications (NCC) [8].  The SHARES program provides backup communications 
capabilities to over 1,400 HF transceiver sites across the U.S. to support emergency 
preparedness and national security personnel who need to transmit critical messages.   
As a surrogate for the SHARES network, this research effort that follows will explore 
an 8-station HF communications network distributed across the U.S.  The model developed 
through this research will be assessed against actual propagation data collected over a one-
month period to determine whether an improved HF propagation loss model and 
forecasting tool would be suitable for integration into a conceptual digital twin simulation. 
1.4 Importance of this Research 
As the DoD leverages more Model Based System Engineering capabilities to design, 
build, operate, and maintain new advanced systems, the demand for more accurate models 
and forecasting tools will continue to grow [9].  With an accurate propagation model 
supporting a digital twin for an HF communications network, systems designers and 
operators will have a better understanding of how the deployed system will function in real 
world environments, even before it is constructed.  The digital twin can also serve as a 
testbed to gauge expected performance gains of the system as new components are added 
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or modified.  Finally, the digital twin can help troubleshoot failures when actual system 
performance does not meet the expected values predicted by the digital twin. 
1.5 Dissertation Overview 
This dissertation explores the development of an improved path loss model that could 
support a digital twin simulation for HF communications systems.  The remainder of this 
work is organized as follows: 
• Chapter 2.  Provides an overview of the conceptual framework for this 
research, describes the overall problem of trying to model and predict real 
world performance of HF communications with existing capabilities, the 
research motivation for improving forecasting capabilities and the research 
hypothesis that underpins this research. 
• Chapter 3.  Examines the existing literature relevant to this research.  Topics 
covered include: digital twins and their use in communications networks, 
fundamentals of HF propagation and the effects of ionospheric perturbations, 
shortfalls in current HF path loss prediction tools, an overview of HF 
propagation data sources available for research, and time series data prediction 
methods. 
• Chapter 4.  Covers the research methodology used in this dissertation, 
emphasizing the processes used to identify data sources used for the analysis, 
the approach for analyzing and cleaning the raw data, forecast model selection 
criteria.  This section also describes the assessment metrics used to compare 
the predicted performance of each model and highlights the overall 
contributions of this research. 
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• Chapter 5.  Contains an overview of the data cleaning process used to prepare 
the raw data for analysis and detailed descriptions of the model 
implementation for the VOACAP model, Daily Average model, 1-Day Lag 
model, and Forecasting Ionosphere-Induced Path Loss (FIIPL) model. 
• Chapter 6.  Discusses the results and analysis of the modeling campaign that 
includes site-by-site and regional comparisons, and an assessment of 
autocorrelation anomalies and the overall improvement in path loss 
predictions. 
• Chapter 7.  Provides an overview of the entire dissertation and the conclusions 
to be drawn from this work.  In addition, this section provides 
recommendations for future research related to this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 2. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MOTIVATION 
2.1 Problem Statement  
Digital twin models can assess the performance characteristics of real-world systems 
under actual operating conditions and to make predictions about future performance based 
on proposed changes to the system or the operating environment. Accurate depictions of 
the performance of simulated systems will become more critical as more developmental 
programs move toward model-based systems engineering as an enabling capability.  As 
shown in Error! Reference source not found., the key elements to building a successful 
digital twin are modeling the simulated environment and creating an accurate depiction of 
how the operational state of the system will change as a result of control inputs [10]. 
This research will demonstrate that current HF prediction tools lack the fidelity to 
make accurate forecasts for daily path loss between stations for use in digital twin 
simulations.  Propagation models may not have the precision or timely enough updates to 
 
Figure 1.  Conceptual framework for assessing digital twin performance. 
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accurately determine HF path loss to support network awareness under daytime, nighttime, 
and gray-line propagation (transition from day-to-night or night-to-day). 
Alternatives to forecast modeling, such as sharing network status updates through 
direct messaging of nodes, is challenging when HF path loss values fluctuates due to 
ionospheric changes.  In addition, sharing “real time” updates will not address the need to 
create a digital twin model that could support “what-if” predictions of performance levels 
under different operating conditions.  The desired end-state is a capability where each node 
could generate a path loss forecast model within a digital twin simulation construct for any 
nodes that it needs to communicate with. 
2.2 Research Motivation 
The importance of building accurate HF performance forecasting models is growing 
as HF communications links serve as the primary communication link in austere locations 
or as a redundant path to augment space-based or long-haul terrestrial communications 
links in the event of an emergency.  Beyond the efficiencies gained in system operations, 
systems designers would benefit from insight into performance of the overall system under 
different operational configurations or environmental conditions. Authors in [11] described 
a communications network concept that leveraged a digital twin to support assignment of 
nodes to clusters in a self-configuring mesh network topology. As envisioned, the digital 
twin would reside between the interface management and control plane and monitor node 
positions and communications channel parameters to optimize performance parameters, 
like enhanced connectivity for network resilience and reduction in network overhead 
required to maintain the network.   These assessments would remain valid if the simulation 
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continues to accurately model the communication environment with sufficient accuracy to 
represent actual performance under real world conditions.  
If properly implemented, a digital twin of an HF network could support operation of a 
“control plane” that would estimate the path loss between nodes and make 
recommendations for the best path and frequency on which stations could communicate.  
This capability would give stations insight into not just the current propagation conditions, 
but would help predict the time slots and specific frequencies to use in the near future to 
ensure communication links between stations, without the need to constantly try scan all 
available channels to determine connectivity.  Successful implementation would allow 
multi-hop HF routing solutions that would increase the overall throughput for the network. 
2.2.1 Modeling the HF Communication Environment in a Digital Twin  
Constructing a viable digital twin model that supports HF communication will require 
complex models that capture not only the detailed interactions between physical 
components under varying operating conditions, but must also model the environmental 
factors would affect a system performance when operating in the real world.  Considering 
the importance of integrating a realistic communications channel model into a digital twin 
simulation, it is tempting to leverage existing models in other parts of the spectrum to find 
a useful model.   
When considering how to integrate HF communications capabilities into digital twin 
models, system designers have some significant barriers to overcome when compared to 
propagation models built for higher frequencies in the spectrum.  Recent advances in 5G 
cellular modeling have resulted in path loss models that predict performance for receivers 
over 1 km away from a transmitter and show good agreement with measured data [9], but 
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far short of the thousands of kilometers covered by some HF transmissions.  In addition to 
the relatively short range that these models are valid, the 5G prediction algorithms required 
the transmitter and receiver to have clear line-of-sight or near-line-of-sight (path may be 
require transmission through a wall), to complete the communication, unlike HF signals 
that refract from different parts of the atmosphere and bounce off the earth to complete 
multi-hop communications.  Finally, the time-varying nature of the free electron density in 
the ionosphere affects the resulting path loss between the transmitter and receiver and is 
difficult to model over short timeframes (hours to days). 
2.2.2 Communications Network Deployment for a Digital Twin 
Another important factor in creating the digital twin model is assessing model 
performance across a variety of environments to gauge the accuracy of the model as terrain 
conditions change.  Since over-the-horizon HF communications can involve multiple 
refractions from the ionosphere and reflections from the surface of the earth, it is important 
to assess performance of any HF prediction model within a communications network 
configuration that would represent realistic deployment of nodes across a wide geographic 
area and over various terrain types, including plains, mountains, and over water. 
2.3 Research Hypotheses 
This research to explore the creation of an HF path loss forecasting model to support 
digital twins was conducted under the following hypotheses: 
• there exist complex relationships between the density of free electrons in the 
ionosphere and recombination events at different layers that drive HF path 
losses that also vary with frequency, 
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• the effects of changes in free electron density at levels and different frequencies 
in the ionosphere are revealed through the path loss between two fixed sites 
and can be modeled, and 
• simulations can support the creation of a digital twin model that can support 
short duration (one day) forecasts of HF path loss that perform better than 
current forecast models. 
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CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE REVIEW 
3.1 Digital Twin Concept 
Digital twins embedded in virtual testbeds, as described in [12], create an enabling 
capability for examining a system’s predicted behavior under various operating conditions.  
Beyond just predicting performance during the design or test phases, U.S. Government 
agencies, including the DoD and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration see 
great potential in digital twins throughout the lifecycle of a system.  Shafto in [6] defines a 
digital twin as “an integrated multi-physics, multi-scale, probabilistic simulation of a 
vehicle or system that uses the best available physical models, sensor updates, fleet history, 
etc., to mirror the life of its flying twin.” 
The key elements for success include:  a simulated representation of the system with 
control actuators and sensor, the algorithms and processing capabilities that control 
functionality, and a model of how the system interacts with the perceived environment (see 
Error! Reference source not found.). 
3.1.1 Capabilities Enabled by a Digital Twin 
Successfully developing a digital twin can enable many benefits to a designer or 
operator of a system, including: 
• Conducting real-time analysis -- leverage data to improve operations 
• Providing insight into operations across multiple levels of a system 
• Facilitating collaboration across geographically separated parts of a system or 
organization to improve processes 
• Evaluation of alternative configurations 
• Supporting predictive maintenance 
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• Assessing operations under different environments 
3.1.2 Challenges in Incorporating Wireless Communications in Digital Twins 
In a digital twin that depends heavily on wireless communications, designers must 
generate an accurate environmental model (to include path losses and other signal 
degradation) to ensure that the digital twin can reproduce results that the actual system 
would experience under similar operating conditions. 
Researchers have created wireless communication models that support digital twins, 
including some that provide replication of the latest 5G technologies [13].  In [14], Dong, 
et al. developed a digital twin of the actual network to train a machine learning algorithm 
to explore mobility management and user association techniques in 5G network.  With this 
capability, the researchers showed that their proposed optimization algorithm could 
achieve the same optimization outcomes as previous approaches, but at a reduced cost in 
energy consumption.  Unfortunately, the framework used for the path loss model in this 
research was generalized to a simple logarithmic function that depended only on the 
distance between the access point and the user and did not take into account any other 
factors that would affect propagation. 
Additional work to address other dependencies in path loss modeling have included 
more parameters than simply the distance between the transmitter and receiver, but still fall 
short of the fidelity needed to model HF refraction.  The International Telecommunications 
Union (ITU) adds a frequency-dependent component for point-to-point free-space 
transmission loss [15]: 
𝐿𝑏𝑓 = 20 log (
4𝜋𝑑
𝜆
)                 dB (3.1) 
where: 
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𝐿𝑏𝑓 = free-space basic transmission loss (dB) 
𝑑 = distance 
𝜆 = wavelength, with d and 𝜆 expressed in the same units.  
In [16], further modifications to the point-to-point path loss formula included a 
statistical model to gauge the effects of foliage between the transmitter and receiver sites.  
The results of the study on television signals in the Amazon region modeled the 
propagation out to 10 km showed Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of approximately 15 
dB, but only for line-of-sight transmissions.  As described in the next section, path loss 
modeling for transmissions that involve ionospheric refraction requires another toolset for 
accurate results. 
3.2 Research on HF Propagation and Effects of Ionospheric Perturbations 
To grasp the significant impact of the ionosphere on HF propagation, it is critical to 
understand the structure of the ionosphere and what phenomena can affect the ionosphere 
to alter its properties.  The following sections review the generalized structure of the 
ionosphere, refractions that affect propagation, and research into modeling the behavior of 
the ionosphere. 
3.2.1 Overview of the Structure of the Ionosphere 
The ionosphere extends from about 50 to 650 km above the surface of the earth and 
makes possible long-range communication in the HF band.  In this layer of the atmosphere, 
Poole [17] describes how gas molecules interact with ultraviolet radiation from sunlight, 
causing the molecules to ionize and create positive ions and free electrons.  The density of 
these free electrons varies as a function of altitude and time of day and other factors, but is 
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mostly dominated by the solar flux [18].  Researchers and communications practitioners 
commonly refer to these layers as D, E, and F, as shown in Figure 2 Figure 3 below: 
• D layer:  The lowest layer, D, exists only above the sunlit surface of the earth from 
about 50 to 80 km.  The relatively high density of the air in the D layer, compared 
to other layers, creates a situation where the free electrons in the D layer act as an 
attenuator for low frequency signals.  As soon as sunlight is blocked by the earth, 
the ions and free electrons in the D layer quickly recombine, causing the D layer to 
dissipate and allowing lower frequency signals to propagate to higher layers. 
• E layer: Once beyond the D layer, radio frequency signals would next encounter 
the E layer between 100 and 125 km.  Like the D layer, free electrons and ions in 
the E layer recombine quickly after the earth blocks sunlight, but some residual 
electron density remains in the E layer that could support propagation. 
 
Figure 2.  Typical altitudes for ionosphere layers during exposure to solar radiation 
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• F layer: The highest layer of the ionosphere contains the F layer between 
approximately 250 to 350 km altitude.  Often referred to as “the most important 
layer for long-distance communication” [17], the F layer often splits when exposed 
to sunlight.  The resulting separate layers, F1 and F2, could exist at about 300 km 
and 400 km altitude, respectively. During nighttime, the F1 and F2 layers 
recombine into a single F layer activated by high energy particles, like cosmic rays, 
that originate in our galaxy and beyond [19]. 
3.2.2 Radio Frequency Refraction in the Ionosphere 
When radio frequency signals interact with the free electrons in the atmosphere, they 
refract.  The degree to which these signals refract back toward the earth, are absorbed, or 
continue propagating into deep space depends on a number of factors [20].  The main 
drivers that influence the amount of refraction include:  the transmitted frequency, free 
electron density at the layer interface, and angle of incidence between the transmitted signal 
and the free electron layer.  At low frequencies, the lowest layers of the ionosphere may 
 
Figure 3.  Typical altitudes for ionosphere layers when blocked from solar radiation. 
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completely absorb the transmitted signal.  As the frequency increases, shown in Figure 4, 
the signal begins to refract from the lowest layer, resulting in some of the signal returning 
to the earth.  Further increases in frequency may allow the signal to transmit entirely 
through one layer (exceeding the critical angle for that frequency) and refract back to the 
earth by the free electron layer above.  Finally, as the frequency increases the signal will 
transmit completely through both layers and into deep space. 
3.2.3 Characterizing the Ionosphere 
Some researchers have built models to estimate the effects of ionospheric refraction 
on HF signals propagating through different layers in the ionosphere.  Gherm and Zernov 
describe a process for approximating the ionospheric channel model using a transfer 
function (the channel background) in conjunction with a scattering function that 
approximates the effects of HF propagation and refraction by layers of the atmosphere with 
different electron densities [21].  This type of narrowband model would require some near-
real time characterization of the free electron density as a function of altitude along the 
direct path between transmitter and receiver to make accurate assessments of the path loss 
 
Figure 4.  Changes in refraction as RF frequency increases. 
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between two stations.  Creating a useful path loss forecast model would require the 
capability to forecast free electron density as a function of altitude throughout the 
prediction period. 
Another approach to characterizing the ionosphere to study HF propagation involves 
using statistical models to simulate the RF channel.  The “World Distribution and 
Characteristics of Atmospheric Radio Noise” report by the ITU generalizes the expected 
value, standard deviation, and other parameters of atmospheric, man-made, and galactic 
noise for seasonal variations across the HF bands [22].  Researchers in [23] used the 
statistical models in this report, along with Gaussian and impulsive noise model to create 
a simulated HF channel so that transmitters and receivers could be tested in a hardware-in-
the-loop testing environment.  While this approach provides a range of realistic scenarios 
to evaluate the performance of actual hardware, it does not provide any insight into the 
actual path loss experienced between specific sites caused by ionospheric refraction – a 
critical requirement to build a useful path loss model. 
To capture the unique relationship between ionospheric refraction and the effects on 
signal characteristics, like path loss, Doppler spread, and signal delays, some researchers 
have conducted measurement campaigns using transmitter and receiver pairs separated by 
thousands of kilometers.  A study in [24] assessed the channel impulse response when a 
signal propagating through a “disturbed” ionosphere (increased levels of ionization).  
Using a 1 MHz-wide signal (centered at 15.5 MHz) transmitted through high latitudes 
(Greenland to Massachusetts), researchers collected data to support the hypothesis that, 
over short time scales (hundreds of microseconds), the channel behaves as a series of 
uncorrelated scattering sources when the ionosphere is disturbed and aligns with previous 
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research [25].  While this approach did provide an analytic process for determining path 
loss along a specific path due to ionospheric refraction, it highlighted the need for an active 
measurement component to gain insight into real time path loss. 
3.3 HF Path Loss Prediction Tools 
By leveraging statistical models of the ionosphere and available real time data, some 
progress has been made in developing tools that can help predict HF propagation conditions 
over short time horizons.  The following sections describe some of the tools available to 
assist HF operators decide which bands have a high probability of supporting 
communication and are “open” and which bands have poor conditions and are “closed.” 
3.3.1 Wide Area Propagation Forecasts 
Some HF propagation forecasting tools focus on covering wide-area or even global 
forecasts of conditions.  The “Global Propagation” website operated by the Australian 
Space Weather Services [26] provides daily updates of current conditions (see Error! 
 
Figure 5.   Screenshot of Global HF propagation forecast by Australian Space Weather Services [26] 
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Reference source not found.) in very broad terms, such as “normal” over wide geographic 
expanses, like “low-, mid-, and high-latitudes.”  Other prediction tools, like the Hourly 
Area Prediction forecast in Figure 6, provide a general recommendation for which 
frequency would be the “most reliable” for that hour.  This approach, however, does not 
estimate the forecasted path loss between two fixed sites over the course of a day.   
Beyond forecasting the best frequency and other broadly generalized assessments of 
“normal” propagation conditions, some researchers have attempted to characterize other 
parameters in the ionosphere to make assessments of propagation conditions.  Researchers 
have used time series analysis to predict broad ionospheric characteristics over relatively 
short time horizons.  In [27], the authors leveraged data from Global Positioning System 
(GPS) satellites and an autoregressive model to forecast the Total Electron Content (TEC) 
 
Figure 6.  Example of recommended frequency for communication between the “base” (pink star) and 
receiver stations located at other points on the map [26]. 
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in the ionosphere above a 5° longitude by 2.5° latitude spot on the ground.  The TEC 
represents the estimate of the total number of free electrons along the line-of-sight path 
between a transmitter and receiver [28].  Using data from six days of observations to create 
the model, researchers in [27] showed that their time series forecast tool for TEC was 
accurate to about 90% of the measured TEC value for the next two days. 
While this approach seems like a promising method for predicting an important feature 
of the ionosphere, the orientation for the TEC measurements and predictions were based 
on a transmitter located on a GPS satellite in orbit and receiver stations on the ground.  This 
orientation, vertically through the entire ionosphere, does not provide any insight into the 
distribution of free electrons in each layer.  Without information about TEC as a function 
of altitude, this parameter would not have much use as an indicator of HF path loss between 
a transmitter and receiver on the surface of the earth. 
3.3.2 Review of VOACAP Simulation Tool 
To gain more insight into the path loss at multiple HF frequencies, the VOACAP 
simulation provides a method for forecasting point-to-point system performance for HF 
communications.  Originally created as a planning tool for Voice of America radio 
broadcasters and upgraded for more than 50 years, VOACAP has evolved into the “most 
professional HF system performance prediction tool” freely available to system operators 
[29].  VOACAP allows users to customize a number of parameters that have a significant 
effect on successful communication, including:  transmitter and receiver antenna gain, 
orientation, location, and height above terrain, transmitter power, modulation type, 
background noise level, and average sunspot number for the month.  As shown in the 
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screenshot from the online version of VOACAP in Figure 7, the tool provides a user-
friendly interface for planners to estimate HF propagation conditions between sites on the 
ground under various operational configurations.  The chart on the left-hand side of Figure 
7 shows an hour-by-hour forecast for each frequency and when the circuit is expected to 
exceed the minimum signal to noise (SNR) for the selected modulation.  As expected, the 
higher frequencies show better performance during daylight hours and the lower frequency 
show better performance at night in alignment with the diurnal nature of HF propagation. 
While the VOACP tool provides more flexibility and precision for point-to-point 
forecasts than the broad area coverage tools described previously, VOACAP has 
challenges when it comes to building a day-to-day forecast.  As currently designed, the tool 
creates a single daily forecast model that is valid for the entire month.  When VOACAP 
forecasts are compared with actual site-to-site propagation data, this shortcoming is 
evident.  The next section will cover HF data sources available for these comparisons. 
 
Figure 7.  VOACAP HF prediction forecast between KD6RF and KD2OM on 12/15/2019 [29]. 
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3.4 HF Propagation Data Sources 
Several data sources are available to aid HF operators gain insight into the current HF 
propagation conditions and to archive that information for additional research and analysis.  
The following sections describe some of the readily available sources that could be used to 
support analysis of forecasts from VOACAP and other models. 
3.4.1 HFLink 
HFLink provides real-time HF propagation report data collected by participating HF 
stations so that stations can gain insight into current propagation conditions in different 
parts of the HF band [30].  Participants transmit and receive transmissions from other 
HFLink stations and then register the report via the Internet to a web server for analysis.  
Operators of the hflink.net server provide an interactive map to display the data, allowing 
site users to zoom in to see which sites have acknowledged receipt of a transmitted signal 
along with frequency, SNR, and reported Bit Error Rate (BER) of the transmission.  Due 
to the small number of stations participating in HFLink, data entries across the entire 
network only average about one data point per minute, limiting practical use for large-scale 
analysis of VOACAP predictions. 
3.4.2 Reverse Beacon Network 
Another approach to generating HF propagation data involves capturing opportunistic 
signals and reporting the estimated received signal strength to a centralized repository.  The 
Reverse Beacon Network (RBN) [31] collects information on HF signals received by about 
150 volunteer “skimmers,” who monitor transmissions across the HF band.   
While the data collected by RBN skimmers is considerable, about 450,000 reports per 
day, reliance on volunteers to collect and sometimes even transmitting the signal results in 
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sporadic coverage over specific geographic areas each day.  Beyond just the temporal 
coverage issues, results from RBN reports can vary when users change the transmitted 
power level or rotate an antenna with a directional gain pattern. 
3.4.3 WSPR Protocol and WSPRnet Data Server 
A robust and widely-distributed HF propagation data collection distribution capability 
is based on the Weak Signal Propagation Reporter (WSPR) protocol developed by amateur 
radio operator, Dr. Joseph Taylor (K1JT) [32].  This protocol allows licensed amateur radio 
operators to transmit low power signals in the HF band that other operators could receive 
and report to indicate the current propagation conditions between those stations.  Stations 
receiving transmissions relay the pre-formatted report to a central repository, the Weak 
Signal Propagation Reporter Network (WSPRnet), via an Internet connection.  WSRPnet 
users can view an interactive map that displays current WSPRnet reports (or “spots”), as 
well as download archived data containing spots that date back to 2008. 
The standard WSPR message protocol reduces the message length to the minimum 
essential data required to convey information about the transmitter.  For example a typical 
WSPR message, AJ0R EN21 37, provides the following information to the receiver:  the 
operator’s amateur radio callsign (AJ0R, the author’s callsign), the transmitting station’s 
Maidenhead grid square reference [33] for latitude and longitude (41° N, 96° W), and the 
transmitted power in dBm (37 dBm).  The WSPR protocol uses lossless compression to 
reduce the callsign to 28 bits, the location information to 15 bits, and the power level to 7 
bits, for a total of 50 bits for the message payload.   
When a WSPR message is transmitted, the receiving algorithm has the capability to 
detect and successfully decode messages well below the noise floor – even down to -28 dB 
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and -29 dB SNR, as shown by the yellow ovals in the waterfall plot of WSPR signals in 
Figure 8Figure 8.  Waterfall plot of WSPR signals showing low SNR detection capability 
..  To attain this sensitivity requires the following constraints on the WSPR protocol: 
• forward error correction algorithm that expands the message transmitted over 
the air to 162 bits, 
• transmitted bit rate of 1.468 bps, 
• time synchronization of the receiver and transmitter computers to within ±1 
second of UTC 
• transmissions begin one second after even numbered minutes (hh:00:01, 
hh:02:01, hh:04:01, …) 
With this approach, the transmitter generates a signal modulated by continuous phase 
4-ary frequency shift keying (FSK) that only occupies 6 Hz of bandwidth.  By extending 
the transmit time to 110.4 s over about 6 Hz of bandwidth, WSPR systems can decode 
messages at receivers located thousands of miles away on relatively low power (typically 
5 W).  Once the message is received using a single side band (SSB) receiver with a nominal 
2,500 Hz bandwidth, the WSPR software decodes WSPR transmissions and makes an 
estimate of the SNR for that transmission.  The software reports the result to the user via a 
 
Figure 8.  Waterfall plot of WSPR signals showing low SNR detection capability [58]. 
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waterfall display and, in configurations with an Internet connection, forwards the 
information to the WSPRnet repository. 
User interest in and contributions to the WSPRnet repository have grown considerably 
in the last decade, from 20 MB of data in June 2010 to 1.2 GB of data in June 2020.  This 
increased data results in more HF propagation real-time data available for researchers to 
compare with forecast models.  As an example of the robustness of the data now available, 
1,665,890 unique transmitted were made on the 40-meter band alone in June 2020 that 
resulted in 27,590,642 reception reports logged into the WSPRnet database [34]. 
3.5 Time Series Data Prediction Methods 
With a significant amount of real-world HF propagation data available from different 
sources to leverage, the next step is creating a model that will forecast future HF 
propagation conditions based on previous observations.  The data collected from an HF 
propagation source (𝑖) can be thought of as a time series as described in [35], 
𝑋(𝑖) =  〈𝑥1
(𝑖), 𝑥2
(𝑖), … , 𝑥𝑚
(𝑖)〉 (3.1) 
where: 
𝑋(𝑖) is a time ordered series that contains 𝑚 measurements, 
𝑥𝑘
(𝑖)
 represents a measurement that occurs at timestamp 𝑡𝑘, and 
𝑡𝑗+1 − 𝑡𝑗 = 𝑡𝑘+1 − 𝑡𝑘, 1 ≤ 𝑗, 𝑘 < 𝑚 (equal time between measurements). 
For this research, propagation source 𝑐 represents the real data collected from HF 
communication between two stations on a single frequency.  The goal for the time series 
data collection effort was to collect data at multiple frequencies for different station pairs 
to increase data diversity and support building a valid forecast model. 
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Two approaches to time series forecasts were considered for this research:  classic 
decomposition and machine learning.  The following sections describe these model types 
and their potential application in the HF propagation forecasting framework. 
3.5.1 Classic Decomposition 
For a time series data forecasting problem, the classical decomposition approach 
provides an opportunity to examine the model performance with relatively low 
computational effort.  The underlying assumptions of classic decomposition are as follows 
[36]: 
• Components of the time series include seasonality, 𝑆𝑡, trend, 𝑇𝑡, and a 
remainder, 𝑅𝑡. 
• Forecasts at time 𝑌𝑡 result from the product of the seasonality, trend, and 
remainder values at time 𝑡.   
• The seasonal component of the time series is constant from seasonal period to 
seasonal period. 
• The time step difference between adjacent samples is constant throughout the 
data set. 
When considering the seasonality of time series HF propagation, one would expect the 
“seasonality” of the data to generally follow a daily periodicity due to the diurnal variations 
in the ionosphere that usually dominate HF path loss.  The trend of the measured data 
should remain relatively flat over time, as evidenced notices in [32] that SNR reports 
generally stay between -30 dB and 20 dB. It is expected that the remainder values result 
from the shorter time-scale variations in the ionosphere that causes the path loss to 
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fluctuate.  It is expected that this part of the classic decomposition model will be the most 
challenging to forecast accurately. 
3.5.2 Machine Learning Models  
Machine learning models can move beyond the relatively simple results classical 
decomposition and uncover hidden structures, non-linearities, and other complexities in  
the data [37].  One type of machine learning model that has shown great promise to 
accurately predict multivariate time series data are Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 
networks developed by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [38].    
LSTMs create neural networks that operate similarly to the way the neurons in the 
human brain function [38].  Input nodes are connected to hidden layers, which are then 
connected to a series of output nodes.  By adjusting the weights of the connections between 
nodes in different layers and them summing them, the resulting value is used as an input to 
an activation function (sigmoid [0,1] in this case) at each downstream node.  This process 
repeats until the network produces results at the output layer.  By adjusting the weights and 
comparing the model results with actual data over a number of training epochs, one can 
optimize the neural network to make forecasts. 
LSTM is modified type of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) that overcomes a 
shortfall of RNNs and their lack of “memory” in the system.  This limitation, known as the 
“vanishing gradient problem,” causes the activation function output to diminish rapidly 
when they are multiplied repeatedly by values even a little less than one [39].  As shown 
in Figure 9, the routing of the previous neuron cell output to the input of the activation 
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function is the root cause of the vanishing gradient problem.  Results from [40] indicate 
that the learning performance of RNNs suffers when the time lag, the time difference 
between an input and when it affects an output, grows beyond about 10 time steps.  As a 
result, using RNNs to forecast effects beyond this short window would result in poor 
results.  LSTMs, on the other hand, can work with time lags over 1,000 steps using a special 
combination of neurons and feedback paths. 
Instead of a traditional neuron in an RNN, an LSTM uses cells that consist of gates, 
weights, and feedback loops to control the error flow from the output connections [38], 
[39].  Figure 10 shows a single LSTM cell and is used as a reference for how information 
flows for the typical LSTM configuration explained below: 
• Forget gate: 
𝑓𝑡 =  𝜎(𝑊𝑓 ∙ [ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡] + 𝑏𝑓) (3.2) 
 
Figure 9.  RNN cell showing paths of inputs to activation function and output to next layer [38], [39]. 
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o The forget gate helps decide what information to keep and what to 
discard by concatenating input value, 𝑥𝑡, and the output value of the 
previous cell, ℎ𝑡−1, applying weight, 𝑊𝑓, and adding the result to the 
bias, 𝑏𝑓.  The resulting value is passed through a sigmoid function, 
sigma, which converts the input into an output value between 0 (a 
“forgotten” value) and 1 (a “remembered” value). 
• Cell state: 
𝑖𝑡 =  𝜎(𝑊𝑖 ∙ [ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡] + 𝑏𝑖) (3.3) 
𝐶𝑡
′ = tanh(𝑊𝐶 ∙ [ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡] + 𝑏𝐶) (3.4) 
𝐶𝑡 = 𝑓𝑡 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−1 + 𝑖𝑡 ∗ 𝐶𝑡
′ (3.5) 
o In addition to processing the forget gate value, the LSTM cell stores 
new information in the cell using two different calculations:  an input 
 
Figure 10.  LSTM cell showing gates and feedback loops to control error flow [38], [39]. 
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gate, 𝑖𝑡, and candidate value of the cell state, 𝐶𝑡
′.  The input gate, 𝑖𝑡, 
functions similarly to the forget, but has weight and bias values that are 
independent from the forget gate.  The candidate value of the cell state, 
𝐶𝑡
′, is formed by concatenating 𝑥𝑡 and ℎ𝑡−1, applying separate weight 
and bias values, and processing the result through a tanh function to 
generate a value between -1 and 1.  This new candidate value for the 
cell state is multiplied by the input gate, then added to the product of 
the previous cell state, 𝐶𝑡−1, and the current forget gate, 𝑓𝑡, to reveal 
the updated cell state, 𝐶𝑡. 
• Output: 
𝑜𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑜 ∙ [ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡] + 𝑏𝑜) (3.6) 
ℎ𝑡 = 𝑜𝑡 ∗ tanh(𝐶𝑡) (3.7) 
o The final processing stage updates the output, ℎ𝑡, passed along to cells 
in the next layer of a multi-layer LSTM network (or an output node) and 
to the cell for the next time step, 𝑥𝑡+1.  Similar to the input gate, the 
output gate, 𝑜𝑡, is created by concatenating the output value of the 
previous cell, ℎ𝑡−1, with the current input value, 𝑥𝑡, and applying unique 
weights and bias values.  The resulting value of 𝑜𝑡 is filtered by the 
current cell state through a tanh function and the end result, ℎ𝑡 is passed 
to the next cell in the current layer, 𝑥𝑡+1, and the next downstream layer 
(or output node) for processing. 
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Researchers have used LSTMs to solve a variety of time series forecasting problems 
in many disciplines.  An example of multivariate LSTM forecasting was found in [41], 
which developed a process to analyze and clean data from 13 different data sources that 
included weather conditions, like temperature, wind speed, and rainfall, to predict air 
pollution levels in Beijing.  In the communications domain, researchers in [42] used 
amplitude and phase information in the time domain to train a model to classify observed 
modulation techniques at approximately 90% accuracy.   
The next section describes the research methodology used to leverage the lessons 
learned in this research to develop data sources, data cleaning processes, and time series 
modeling techniques to enhance HF propagation loss forecasting.  Also included in the 
research methodology are the assessment criteria to evaluate the effectiveness of models 
against real-world HF propagation data when configured in a realistic notional network. 
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CHAPTER 4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
4.1 Define Use Case and Data Selection Criteria 
Since the fundamental premise for this research is to build an improved forecasting 
model for use in an HF digital twin, the modeling effort should be grounded in a realistic 
scenario to evaluate the overall model performance.  For this research, over-the-horizon 
disaster communications, as described in Section Chapter 11.1, was selected as the primary 
use case for building a model that could support digital twin forecasts.  These forecasts 
could give communications planners insight into which stations would have open 
communications channels, at what time, and in which band to more effectively allocate 
resources and identify bottlenecks. 
The main selection criteria for creating this surrogate network included several 
important criteria.  Most importantly, the stations in the network needed to have sufficient 
data to support both the development of a model and the testing of the model against data 
to which the model had not been exposed.  Additionally, the stations should have sufficient 
data to support model creation and assessments at multiple frequencies.  Finally, the 
stations should have geographic diversity to include propagation over different terrain 
features and different distances that would be realistic during a disaster scenario. 
4.2 Identify Data Source for Stations in the Network 
Based on a review of the sources described in Section 3.4 and the above criteria, only 
WSPRnet data had sufficient data quantity and consistency to serve as the baseline data for 
this research effort.  Data from the WSPRnet server is archived in monthly increments to 
make the data easier to download and assess.  Each month, WSPR spots uploaded to the 
site are stored in a comma-separated value (CSV) file that can be easily imported into 
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Microsoft Excel for analysis.  For this research, a month’s worth of data from December 
2019 was selected as the real-world data and the corresponding CSV file contained 
approximately 70 million spots for a total file size of 3.85 GB.  Unfortunately, this amount 
of data well exceeds the capability of Microsoft Excel on a standard personal computer. 
To overcome this limitation, Google’s BigQuery data analytics service [43] was used 
to parse the data and identify the stations with the most spots for the month.  BigQuery 
easily filtered and analyzed the data using standard Structured Query Language (SQL) 
queries (see Appendix A).  Based on the results of the BigQuery assessment, the stations 
selected for the surrogate network for this research effort are listed in Table 1, along with 
location and the number of spots recorded in December 2019.  When the location data is 
overlaid on a map, as shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12, the spatial diversity and coverage 
demonstrate that this data set meets the selection criteria outlined above. 
The configuration of this surrogate network creates an operational use case where the 
central node acts as an operations center for sending and receiving messages with the 
 
Table 1.  Station locations for surrogate network and number of spots in Dec. 2019. 
Mode Station Location Latitude Lat_Deg Longitude Long_Deg 
Num. 
Spots 
Distance 
(km) 
TX KD6RF EM22lr 32.73 32N44 -95.04 95W02 - - 
RX AI6VN BL10rx 20.98 20N59 -156.54 156W32 6872 6155.1 
RX KD2OM FN12gx 42.98 42N59 -77.46 77W27 6714 1911.8 
RX KJ6MKI CM88oi 38.35 38N21 -122.79 122W48 6771 2578.1 
RX KK6PR CN94ik 44.44 44N26 -121.29 121W18 6463 2610.8 
RX N2HQI FN13sa 43.02 43N01 -76.46 76W27 6065 1984.6 
RX ND7M DM16xf 36.23 36N14 -116.04 116W03 6934 1961.2 
RX NO1D DM34tn 34.56 34N34 -112.38 112W23 7417 1616.7 
RX WA2ZKD FN13ed 43.15 43N09 -77.63 77W38 6481 1909.1 
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remote sites.  In this use case, KD6RF in eastern Texas, acts as the hub of the network and 
has active links with stations on the east and west coasts of the U.S., as well as a link over 
the ocean in Hawaii.  This approach leveraged over 6,000 WSPRnet spots reported for each 
link for the month, as noted in Table 1, and ensured a sufficient amount of data for model 
development and assessment.  
 
 
Figure 11.  Surrogate network map showing central transmitter, KD6RF, and remote receiver sites. 
 
 
Figure 12.  Surrogate network showing link between KD6RF and AI6VN in Hawaii. 
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4.3 Assess WSPRnet Data Consistency 
Before proceeding directly to model development, it was important to analyze the 
WSPRnet data to see if the data aligned with expectations, to detect any data anomalies, 
and to get a sense of the statistical variations in the data over time.  To accomplish this 
assessment, WSPRnet data for a single link at a specific frequency was binned according 
to the time of day the transmission occurred.  The plot of this data would show the range 
of SNR as a function of time of day for the entire month.  The results could be compared 
with the monthly VOACAP prediction for that link to check for consistency with this 
longstanding reference model. 
4.4 Define Forecast Model Assessment Framework 
One of the goals for this research was to build an HF prediction model that did not 
require in-depth knowledge of the inner workings of the communication system, like the 
VOACAP model, but instead leveraged time-correlated propagation reports at multiple 
frequencies to predict channel performance.  The conceptual model for this approach was 
similar to a “black box” testing concept used to evaluate HF communications devices in 
[23].  Birch and Davies described black box hardware testing as a situation where the HF 
environmental simulator does not have any insight into the design details of the device 
under test, but only saw the direct output of the device so that it could generate a similar 
input to realistic propagation conditions. 
The assessment framework for this research follows a similar methodology, as 
outlined in Figure 13.  Data from WSPRnet served as both the forecast model training 
source and the test data to assess model performance.  To ensure that test data does not 
unfairly influence model development, only the data from the first ~80% of the month (24 
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days) was used to build the model.  The remaining ~20% of the month (seven days) was 
set aside to serve as the test data from which model effectiveness would be assessed. 
4.5 Develop Performance Measures 
A critical element of any modeling effort is to assess the performance of the model 
against real world data to determine if the model has potential to forecast accurate results 
and under which conditions the model results remain valid.  The following sections 
describe the processes used for determining the key model parameters and assessment tools 
to gauge performance of the model and to check for anomalies. 
4.5.1 Signal to Noise Ratio 
While one of the goals of this research was to develop a model for determining path 
loss due to HF propagation via the ionosphere, the data available from WSPRnet does not 
support a direct assessment of path loss.  Despite this apparent shortfall, the SNR can be 
used to determine the path loss if certain assumptions about the data hold true. 
 
Figure 13.  Forecast model assessment framework. 
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The one-way beacon equation in [44] describes the relationship between the minimum 
detectable signal, 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛, at the receiver and the maximum range between the transmitter and 
receiver for successful detection, 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥.  Rearranging as a function of SNR as in Given the 
relatively constant parameters in Equation 4.1, the one-way beacon equation becomes: 
𝑆𝑁𝑅 =
𝑃𝑡𝐺𝑡𝐴𝑒
4𝜋𝑅2(𝑁𝐹)𝐾𝑇𝑜𝐵
(4.1) 
where: 
𝑃𝑡 = power of the transmitter (W) 
𝐺𝑡 = gain of the transmitting antenna in the direction of the receiver 
𝐴𝑒 = effective area of the receiving antenna (m
2) 
𝑅 = slant range from the transmitter to the receiver (m) 
𝑁𝐹 = noise figure of the receiver 
𝑘𝑇𝑜𝐵 = available noise power over the receiver bandwidth (W) 
For data sourced from the WSPRnet server, one can glean information about the 
transmission and make several assumptions about other parameters to simplify the analysis.  
First, the transmitter power remains constant (5 W) over all recorded data samples.  Next, 
the transmitter antenna gain and effective area of the receiving antenna remain constant.  
This assumption holds true since both the transmitter and receiver sites contributing to this 
repository are active for months at a time to contribute to the WSPRnet system and fixed 
sites and the antennas would not move relative to one another.  Lastly, the available noise 
power over the receiver bandwidth will remain relatively flat in the HF band, as the amount 
of noise is mainly determined by the in-band radio frequency (RF) interference in the local 
environment (urban areas typically have more noise than rural areas, as shown in [45]).   
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Given the relatively constant parameters in Equation 4.1, one would expect that the 
SNR would also have some consistency when examining spots from fixed sites.  However, 
the SNR values reported from WSPR spots all over the world vary from -30 dB to +20 dB.   
The conclusion drawn from this observation is that variations in WSPR spot values are a 
direct result from the changes in path loss as the HF signal refracts from layers of the 
ionosphere with different free electron densities that vary over time  [46].  As result, SNR 
will serve as the indirect measurement of HF path loss and the figure of merit for comparing 
various models created in this research effort to real-world data. 
4.5.2 Root Mean Squared Error 
To gauge the performance of SNR forecast models compared to the actual SNR values 
from the WSPRnet data, it is helpful to calculate the error term, 𝑒𝑘
(𝑖)
, as simply the 
difference between the actual, 𝑦𝑘
(𝑖)
, and predicted values ?̂?𝑘
(𝑖)
. 
𝑒𝑘
(𝑖) = 𝑦𝑘
(𝑖) − ?̂?𝑘
(𝑖) (4.2) 
One of the most widely used error metrics for time series forecasting data is RMSE.  
The advantage of using RMSE is that the forecast errors are in the same scale and units as 
the data [36].  RMSE for the time series (𝑖), which contains 𝑚 actual and forecast values 
is calculated by computing the square root of the mean of the square of the error term, as 
shown in Equation 4.3. 
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸(𝑖) = √∑
(𝑦𝑘
(𝑖) − ?̂?𝑘
(𝑖) )
2
𝑛
𝑚
𝑛=1
 (4.3) 
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4.5.3 Autocorrelation Function 
Another important parameter to consider in analyzing the time series data is the 
autocorrelation function.  The autocorrelation (ACF) of a time series data set, as shown in 
Equation 4.4 represents the linear relationship between the time series and a lagged version 
of the time series [36]. 
𝐴𝐶𝐹(𝑝, 𝑞) =  
∑ (𝑥𝑛+𝑝𝑇
(𝑖) − 𝑋𝑝̅̅̅̅
(𝑖)
)𝑇𝑛=1 (𝑥𝑛+𝑞𝑇
(𝑖) − 𝑋𝑞̅̅ ̅
(𝑖)
)
√∑ (𝑥𝑛+𝑝𝑇
(𝑖) − ?̅?𝑝
(𝑖)
)
2
𝑇
𝑛=1 ∑ (𝑥𝑛+𝑞𝑇
(𝑖) − 𝑋𝑞̅̅ ̅
(𝑖)
)
2
𝑇
𝑛=1
(4.4) 
where: 
𝑝 = 0, 1, … ,
𝑚
𝑇
− 1  
𝑞 = 0, 1, … ,
𝑚
𝑇
− 1  
𝑇 = number of samples in one day of observations 
𝑚 = number of samples in time series 𝑋(𝑖), such that 
𝑚
𝑇
 is an integer  
𝑋𝑝
(𝑖) = subset of time series 𝑋(𝑖) with observations from 𝑥𝑛+𝑝𝑇
(𝑖)  … 𝑥𝑛+𝑝(𝑇+1)
(𝑖)
 
𝑥𝑛+𝑝𝑇
(𝑖) = observation, 𝑛 + 𝑝𝑇, from 𝑋(𝑖) 
𝑋𝑝̅̅̅̅
(𝑖)
= mean of time series 𝑋𝑝
(𝑖)
 
𝑋𝑞
(𝑖) = subset of time series 𝑋(𝑖) with observations from 𝑥𝑛+𝑞𝑇
(𝑖)  … 𝑥𝑛+𝑞(𝑇+1)
(𝑖)
 
𝑥𝑛+𝑞𝑇
(𝑖) = observation, 𝑛 + 𝑞𝑇, from 𝑋(𝑖) 
𝑋𝑞̅̅ ̅
(𝑖)
= mean of time series 𝑋𝑞
(𝑖)
 
By taking selecting the first 𝑇 values in the original time series, and comparing it with 
lagged versions of lagged versions of that sample, the ACF returns the linear correlation of 
observations of an entire day with every other day in the data series.  Continuing this 
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process of selecting the next 𝑇 values in the original time series and evaluating the ACF 
across the remaining data will create an ACF matrix that represents the daily amount of 
linear correlation in the observations. 
4.5.4 Cross-Correlation Function 
Like the ACF, the cross-correlation function (XCF) is helpful in determining the linear 
correlation within time series data sets but allows for comparison of data sets from different 
sources.  Equation 4.5 describes the computation of XCF for two different time series data 
sets, 𝑋(𝑖) and 𝑋(𝑗).  This function could be used to assess the linear relationship between 
data taken from the same frequency at two different transmitter receiver pairs or data taken 
from two different frequencies at the same transmitter receiver pair. 
𝑋𝐶𝐹(𝑝, 𝑞) =  
∑ (𝑥𝑛+𝑝𝑇
(𝑖) − 𝑋𝑝̅̅̅̅
(𝑖)
)𝑇𝑛=1 (𝑥𝑛+𝑞𝑇
(𝑗) − 𝑋𝑞̅̅ ̅
(𝑗)
)
√∑ (𝑥𝑛+𝑝𝑇
(𝑖) − ?̅?𝑝
(𝑖)
)
2
𝑇
𝑛=1 ∑ (𝑥𝑛+𝑞𝑇
(𝑗) − 𝑋𝑞̅̅ ̅
(𝑗)
)
2
𝑇
𝑛=1
(4.5) 
where: 
𝑝 = 0, 1, … ,
𝑚
𝑇
− 1  
𝑞 = 0, 1, … ,
𝑚
𝑇
− 1  
𝑇 = number of samples in one day of observations for both 𝑋(𝑖) and 𝑋(𝑗) 
𝑚 = number of samples in time series 𝑋(𝑖) and 𝑋(𝑗), such that 
𝑚
𝑇
 is an integer  
𝑋𝑝
(𝑖) = subset of time series 𝑋(𝑖) with observations from 𝑥𝑛+𝑝𝑇
(𝑖)  … 𝑥𝑛+𝑝(𝑇+1)
(𝑖)
 
𝑥𝑛+𝑝𝑇
(𝑖) = observation 𝑛 + 𝑝𝑇, from 𝑋(𝑖) 
𝑋𝑝̅̅̅̅
(𝑖)
= mean of time series 𝑋𝑝
(𝑖)
 
𝑋𝑞
(𝑗) = subset of time series 𝑋(𝑗) with observations from 𝑥𝑛+𝑞𝑇
(𝑗)  … 𝑥𝑛+𝑞(𝑇+1)
(𝑗)
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𝑥𝑛+𝑞𝑇
(𝑗) = observation, 𝑛 + 𝑞𝑇, from 𝑋(𝑗) 
𝑋𝑞̅̅ ̅
(𝑗)
= mean of time series 𝑋𝑞
(𝑗)
 
With the XCF assessment, the first 𝑇 values in the first time series are compared with 
the first T values in the second time series to determine the linear correlation of 
observations for that day.  By iterating through 𝑝 and 𝑞 values, the XCF will determine 
how closely observations from different days from each time series linearly correlate with 
one another.  The resulting XCF values can be arranged in a matrix by 𝑝 and 𝑞 values to 
easily identify which observations are tightly correlated and which have very little (or even 
negative) linear correlation to help highlight anomalies in the data. 
4.6 Overall Contributions of this Research 
This research has generated several important outcomes that will help further refine 
the accuracy and expand the use cases for HF propagation models that support digital twin 
simulations for HF communication systems.  Beyond the development of the HF path loss 
forecast model described in the next chapter, the research outlined in this dissertation has 
contributed to the following advances: 
• Defined a real-world use case and notional deployment construct for HF 
propagation research and experiments. 
• Developed HF propagation data selection criteria to help identify existing data 
sources or design new data collection paradigms for future research efforts. 
• Created a data selection and cleaning process to ingest large HF propagation data 
sets and isolate data of interest that supported model development. 
• Built an RF path loss forecast tool that leverages time series data to provide 24-
hour predictions at multiple frequencies between fixed locations on the ground.  
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This model could serve as HF performance forecasting tool to support Digital Twin 
development for HF-enabled systems. 
• Developed an analysis method using ACF and XCF to identify anomalies in the 
data that could alert HF operators to potential problems during operations.  
Additionally, these anomalies could serve as realistic inputs to the digital twin to 
explore their impact on system performance and would contribute to the 
development of mitigation procedures to minimize negative impacts to system 
operations. 
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CHAPTER 5. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
The following sections describe the process used to create time series data sets to 
supported model development and the steps undertaken to create HF path loss forecast 
models to assess their performance against the VOACAP model.  Several alternative 
predictive models were developed during the course of this research, including the Daily 
Average, 1-Day Lag, and the Forecasting Ionosphere-Induced Path Loss (FIIPL) Model 
and evaluated against one month of WSPRnet data collected at eight geographically-
distributed receiver sites across the United States.   
5.1 WSPRnet Data Assessment 
Raw data collected from the WSPRnet platform aligned with expectations for the most 
part, however, some anomalies in the data were discovered.  When the spot data SNR at 
the four available frequencies (7, 10.1, 14.1, and 18.1 MHz) for an entire month is plotted 
as a function of time of day, some patterns in the data are clearly visible.  As shown in 
Figure 14, the general trend of lower frequency data (7 MHz) having higher SNR at night 
(approximately 00:00 UTC to 13:00 UTC) holds true, along with higher frequency data 
(18.1 MHz) recording higher SNR during daylight hours (approximately 14:00 UTC to 
23:00 UTC).   
When decomposed into plots of individual bands, the WSPRnet data reveals 
interesting trends about the spot distribution as a function of frequency.  For a closer study 
of a single data set, Figure 15 plots the histogram of the data received by NO1D, sorted by 
frequency.  While the histograms may appear close to normal distributions (ignoring the 
large number of undetectable signals [-30 dB] at 14.1 MHz and 18.1 MHz), this plot does 
not take into account the time of day, which has a significant impact on performance. 
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Figure 14.  NO1D WSPRnet SNR reports transmitted from KD6RF in Dec. 2019. 
 
 
Figure 15.  NO1D WSPRnet SNR report histograms by frequency for Dec. 2019 
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To see how the distribution of SNR varies over the course of a day, Figure 16 shows 
the plot of SNR for station NO1D at 7 MHz frequency, the hourly average value for SNR 
and a VOACAP forecast of the SNR for Dec 2019 for that link.  A visual inspection of this 
low frequency plot indicates that the most variance of the data occurs during nighttime 
operations, when propagation conditions should be more favorable.  During daylight hours, 
from ~14:00 to 23:00 UTC, less variance in the SNR values is seen.   
To confirm this observation, the histogram can be repeated, but instead of plotting the 
entire month, only data captured during an hour time slot is plotted.   Figure 17 shows the 
histogram of NO1D SNR data for December 2019 for 04:00 UTC, when propagation 
should be favorable.  Comparing the 04:00 UTC histogram to the histogram from 16:00 
UTC, shown in Figure 18, confirms the variability in WSPRnet spot distribution as a 
function of time of day.  These variations will affect the accuracy of some forecast models 
as the analysis in Chapter 6 will reveal.      
 
 
Figure 16. SNR spots at 7 MHz, hourly average, and VOACAP plot for NO1D for Dec. 2019. 
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Figure 17.  Dec. 2019 SNR spots for 7 MHz at 04:00 UTC time slot received by NO1D. 
 
 
Figure 18.  Dec. 2019 SNR spots for 7 MHz at 16:00 UTC time slot received by NO1D. 
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5.2 Data Cleaning Methods 
While the quantity of data provided through the WSPRnet server seemed sufficient to 
support this research, closer examination reveals some deficiencies that needed be 
addressed before beginning model development and analysis.  When dealing with time 
series data collected in the real world, there are inevitable gaps in the time series due to 
missing or invalid data points and WSPRnet data is no exception to this rule.  Figure 19 
captures some examples missing data values in the WSPRnet data set. 
5.2.1 Addressing Data Discontinuities 
Hyndman and Athanasopoulos [36] recommend several approaches to handle 
discontinuous data sets.  The first is rather simple:  replace the missing value with value 
from the previous time step.  Another, more sophisticated approach involves linear 
interpolation between the last known value and the next recorded value.  This approach 
 
 
Figure 19.  Plot of actual WSPRnet data for ND7M showing gaps in time series. 
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should suffice with largely linear data and a data gap that is not so wide that critical features 
are missed.  Finally, imputing data requires making an estimate of the missing data using 
assessments of available data, including the mean, moving average, seasonal 
decomposition, Kalman smoothing, and other techniques described in [47]. 
5.2.2 Code Review:  wspr_data_clean.py 
The data cleaning process for this research was executed through a Python script, 
wspr_data_clean.py, included in Appendix B.  This script prepared WSPRnet data from 
the website to be used as input to a machine learning algorithm that would predict HF path 
loss.  This script would also load and plot a VOACAP forecast based from the same 
transmitter and receiver pair for comparison. 
Leveraging the pandas [48] library for data structures, wspr_data_clean.py, loaded 
WSPRnet data from a CSV file into a pandas dataframe for analysis.  Input data was sorted 
by frequency and timestamped so that time series order could be maintained throughout 
processing.   
After sorting, the data was binned into 4 bins per hour and the average value for that 
bin would become the value for that 15-minute increment.  Where data was missing (gaps 
up to 1 hour and 15 minutes long), the script would interpolate missing data points in 
between the actual data.  For gaps 1.5 hours and greater, the algorithm used the mean value 
for that time slot as an approximation of the missing data. 
Other data gaps included nighttime values of 14.1 and 18.1 MHz signals when the 
receiving station received no WSPR spots due to poor propagation conditions.  For these 
“no data” conditions, the assumption was made that received value would have been at the 
floor of the receiver’s capability, -30 dB, so this value was used as a “very low” received 
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signal.  These signals at the floor had a random error term (<1 dB) added to them to 
accommodate any machine learning algorithm that performs poorly when processing time 
series data with constant values.  The result of the wspr_data_clean.py data cleaning 
process of the data in Figure 19 is shown below in Figure 20.  From a visual inspection, 
the data gaps have been removed and this data set is ready for processing in a forecasting 
model. 
5.3 VOACAP Model 
The VOACAP model, previously described in Section 3.3.2, served as the reference 
model for this research.  VOACAP can run as a stand-alone program that uses an input file 
to load parameters for the simulated HF propagation assessments.  To assess the 
performance of the surrogate network mapped in Figure 11, the following parameters were 
used for VOACAP simulations: 
• Transmitter and receiver latitude and longitude (see Table 1) 
 
 
Figure 20.  Plot of the cleaned WSPRnet data for ND7M showing continuous time series data. 
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• Antenna parameters: 
o Transmitter Antenna Gain:  0.0 dBi 
o Transmitter Antenna Gain Pattern:  isotropic beam  
o Receiver Antenna Type:  0.0 dBi  
o Receiver Antenna Gain Pattern:  isotropic beam  
o Transmitter Power:   0.005 kW (same as WSPR data) 
• System parameters: 
o Man-made noise level at 3 MHz (dBw/Hz in 1 Hz bandwidth):  145 (rural) 
o Minimum takeoff angle of main lobe (deg):  3 
o Required circuit reliability: 90% 
o Required S/N ratio (dB):  0 
o Multipath Power tolerance (dB): 3 
o Maximum tolerable time delay (ms):  0.1 
o Absorption model:  Normal 
Results from the VOACAP simulation give insight into the daily propagation forecast 
for a transmitter and receiver pair.  This simulation was completed using KD6RF as the 
transmitter site and the remaining stations serving as receiver sites.  A sample plot of the 
data provided by VOACAP for multiple frequencies, spanning 1.8 – 28.1 MHz, is shown 
in Figure 21. 
5.4 Daily Average Model 
The Daily Average model serves as the classic decomposition forecasting tool 
described in Section 3.5.1.  As previously mentioned, the classic decomposition model 
separates time series data into seasonality, 𝑆𝑡, trend, 𝑇𝑡, and a remainder, 𝑅𝑡, components.  
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The seasonality for this WSPRnet data is daily, due to the dominance of the diurnal nature 
of HF propagation, and the trend is near zero over the month-long time scale.   
To compute the seasonality of the time series, the mean of each time slot was computed 
over the training data timeframe to provides insight into the expected value of SNR as a 
function of time of day.  The remainder is the “noise” in the system attributed to changes 
in the ionosphere-induced path loss and will be main error contribution for this model.  The 
plot of the green line in Figure 16 shows an example of the Daily Average model that will 
be used to compare against VOACAP results.  
5.5 1-Day Lag Model 
Another approach to WSPRnet data forecasting, the 1-Day Lag model, borrows from 
weather forecasting.  The so-called “persistence” model [49], estimating that today’s 
temperature will be the same as yesterday’s, typically out-performs climatological data 
over the short run (one- or two-day forecasts), but has more errors for longer time lags.  
 
Figure 21.  SNR results from VOACAP simulation of receiver at KJ6MKI. 
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The 1-Day Lag model will apply the same approach as the persistence model:  today’s 
forecast SNR at a specific time slot will be the same as yesterday’s value for the same time 
slot. 
5.6 FIIPL Model 
The Forecasting Ionosphere-Induced Path Loss (FIIPL) Model was conceived as a 
forecast model that leveraged a machine learning algorithm to uncover hidden patterns in 
time series data and provide forecast of future values with more accuracy that current 
prediction tools, like VOACAP.  For this research, the Long Short Term Memory 
algorithm, described in Section 3.5.2, was selected as the FIIPL machine learning 
algorithm due to its ability to detect effects of features with significant time lags between 
input and output. 
5.6.1 Train / Test Split 
Before FIIPL can make a prediction, the input data must be parsed into training / 
validation data sets and testing data sets.  The data parsing approach for FIIPL is similar a 
concept in [50] that ingests time series data to isolate testing data so that the LSTM model 
performance can be assessed against data that was not used to train the model.   
As an example of the “train / test” split process, consider the diagram in Figure 22.  
The input time series array (gray bar at the top) represents four days of data sampled at 15-
minute increments (4 samples per hour x 24 hours per day x 4 days = 384 samples).  The 
“division” line at marker (1) represents the separation between training data (three days) 
and test data (one day) that will determine the model’s accuracy against new data.  Marker 
(2) shows the how the training data is further divided between training input (blue bar) and 
validation output (green bar).  This process results in 192 test cases for the LSTM model 
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to use to adjust weights in the cells to increase the accuracy of the forecast.  After training 
the model, the testing begins with new data [marker (3)] that has not been used to train the 
model. Finally, marker (4) shows the aggregated training arrays and testing arrays.  The 
apparent overlap is intentional as the first part of the testing array comes from the tail end 
of the training array, but the output results are still new to the model. 
5.6.2 Code Review:  lstm_1_src.py 
To build the FIIPL HF path loss forecast model using LSTM, the lstm_1_src.py script 
trains the model using WSPRnet propagation data (processed by the wspr_data_clean.py 
script) at one frequency for a single transmitter and receiver pair.  The LSTM algorithm 
selects the appropriate weights for the connections between nodes to minimize the error 
 
Figure 22.  Time series input parsing to separate training data from testing data. 
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between the model prediction and actual data value.  The first step to achieving this goal is 
normalizing the input and parsing the data as described in the Train / Test Split section.   
The training data serves as the input to the machine learning portion of the model that 
uses the Keras deep learning framework to adjust the LSTM model weights [51].  The input 
to the LSTM model, as shown in Figure 23, consists of the sequential time series data [the 
first 96 data points from Figure 22, marker (2)], while the output “forecast” (or validation 
data) would be the next 24 data points in the series.  The model increments the input time 
series by one and continues the process of adjusting weights of cells across the two LSTM 
layers to decrease the error in the validation data through the entire training set.  An 
iteration over the entire training data set is known as an epoch.  By adjusting the number 
of epochs, the total training time increases, affecting the overall forecasting performance. 
 
Figure 23.  Two-layer, one-source LSTM framework with time series input and output. 
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After training the model, the LSTM model parameters are saved for later re-use before 
the model is tested against new data.  The test data becomes the input to the forecast model 
and the resulting output is compared against the actual time series values stored in the test 
array.  As shown in Figure 24, the LSTM forecast for a model trained on a sine wave shows 
good agreement between the forecast and the actual value and an overall RMSE of 0.35. 
5.6.3 Code Review:  lstm_mult_src.py 
The next step in the evolution of the FIIPL model moved beyond a single frequency 
data input to multiple frequencies.  This approach allowed exploration of the hidden 
interactions between data at different frequencies to see if any of these complex 
relationships could help improve the forecast model.  Figure 25 shows the multi-input / 
multi-output LSTM model framework used in this research.  Each input layer represents a 
separate frequency of the WSPRnet data and produces a corresponding output for each 
 
Figure 24.  Results of LSTM model using a sine wave input to generate a forecast. 
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frequency.  The code is adapted from lstm_1_src.py to support multi-dimensional input 
and output and allows the user to select the specific frequencies to be included in the 
forecast.  Appendix D contains the documented lstm_mult_src.py code as a reference. 
5.6.4 LSTM Parameter Tuning 
An important factor in creating a successful LTSM-based forecast tool is tuning the 
LSTM parameters: number of cells in each layer, “look_back” period, “look_forward” 
period, and number of epochs to iterate.  Due to the computation-intensive nature of the 
LSTM training process, (sometimes taking 2 hours to or more to complete), the 
computational resources, documentation, and assistance of the Holland Computing Center 
[52] at the University of Nebraska – Lincoln were used to run FIIPL jobs in parallel . 
To determine these parameters, the tuning effort started by adjusting the “look_back” 
value (how much data to include in the training the model) for a fixed “look_forward” 
 
Figure 25.  Two-layer, multi-source LSTM framework with time series input and output. 
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period of one day, the desired forecast time, to see the effect on RMSE of the test data.  
After determining an appropriate “look_back” value (384 time steps or four days), the 
number of cells in each layer and the overall number of epochs were adjusted to find a 
balance between training data RMSE and test data RMSE.  After conducting 26 trials and 
varying the number of cells in layers 1 and 2, the results showed 100 cells for layer 1 and 
75 cells for layer 2 gave the lowest value of test data RMSE error (4.21 dB).  The best test 
data RMSE results for varying epoch were found at 100 epochs.  Finally, an excursion to 
see the effect of adding a third LSTM layer showed no overall benefit to the test data RMSE 
values.   
As a result of this parameter tuning, the following values were then fixed into the 
FIIPL model for the remainder of the research effort: 
• look_back:  384 time steps (four days of training) 
• look_ahead:  96 time steps (one day forecast) 
• layer1_num_cells:  100 
• layer2_num_cells:  75 
• num_epochs:  100 
While an attempt could be made to tune the model parameters for each transmitter and 
receiver pair, this approach of keeping the model parameters constant throughout the 
research helps demonstrate the universal application of the forecast technique without 
requiring exquisite parameter tuning for each site. 
The next chapter provides insight into the performance of the VOACAP, Daily 
Average, 1-Day Lag, and FIIPL models described in this chapter and how they compared 
with one another.  Additional analysis includes assessments of the autocorrelation and 
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cross-correlation of the data set and how these results could detect anomalies when 
integrated into an HF digital twin model.   
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CHAPTER 6. RESULTS, ANALYSIS, AND DISCUSSION 
Overall results from this research effort, as described below, show very promising 
findings that will help improve HF forecasting capabilities for fixed-site deployments.  By 
leveraging this prediction capability, HF communications system developers and operators 
will have new tools that deliver enhanced capabilities to support digital twin simulations 
with more realistic forecasts and better HF path loss models for research and analysis.    
6.1 Path Loss Assessments 
For the model performance assessment of this research, 24 days of WSPRnet data was 
used to train the FIIPL model to predict one day in advance over the course of seven days.  
The following sections discuss the results for three sites, NO1D, KK6PR, and KD2OM, to 
see how the model performance varies under different propagation paths from the KD6RF 
transmitter site near Gilmer, TX. 
6.1.1 Case Study:  NO1D 
Located in the northern part of Arizona, NO1D is the closest station to the transmitter 
(1,617 km).  The propagation path covers the plains of Texas and the southern Rocky 
Mountain range before arriving at the NO1D site.  The figures and tables mentioned in the 
narrative below can be found in Appendix G. 
• 7 MHz:  The low frequency data in Figure 26 and Figure 27 demonstrate the 
significant shortfalls in the VOACAP model to predict precise daily values for 
SNR for this path.  The VOACAP data consistently overestimates performance 
throughout the test data, with an average RMSE of 14 dB over this data set.  
The FIIPL models showed improved performance over the Daily Average and 
1-Day Lag models, all of which were within about 4 dB of the actual values. 
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• 10.1 MHz:  The VOACAP prediction at 10.1 MHz (see Figure 28) showed a 
modest 1 dB improvement in RMSE compared with 7 MHz, but still performed 
worse than the other models in forecasting the test data.  Overall, the errors in 
all the models were higher (approximately 6 dB RMSE), but the FIIPL values 
were the lowest error and seemed to forecast more of the high frequency 
features of the data, as shown in Figure 29.  
• 14.1 MHz:  As the frequency increased, the VOACAP data continued to 
improve, even predicting some of the drops in SNR from 10 dB to 5 dB at the 
peak value.  While the calculated VOACAP data RMSE of 10.7 dB from the 
data in Figure 30 demonstrates continued improvement over the lower 
frequency values, the VOACAP results still lag behind the other forecasts.  
Figure 31 demonstrates that the FIIPL models continue to improve forecasting 
of some of the higher frequency components, leading to lower RMSE values. 
• 18.1 MHz:  The highest frequency data for this site again showed how 
VOACAP tends to underestimate the path loss for this location.  As seen in 
Figure 32, the reported SNR was significantly lower than the estimate, 
resulting in a 15.4 dB RMSE.  The FIIPL models were able to replicate some 
of the variations in the 18.1 MHz data set, but some rare events were missed, 
as evidenced by Figure 33. 
• Autocorrelation:  Examining the ACF of the daily values of WSPRnet data 
provide some insight into how tightly correlated the SNR data is from one day 
to another.  Table 6-Table 9 show the ACF for NO1D data for December 2019.  
By using the Python script in Appendix E, the data can be processed to give a 
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measure of correlation for each day’s SNR data with every other day’s SNR 
data for the month.  An inspection of the tables show that the diagonal has an 
ACF value of 1 for each entry (a day of data will correlate exactly with itself) 
and the table is symmetric about the diagonal.  Another interesting feature is 
that the lower the overall correlation, the more randomness is contained in the 
data, leading to generally higher RMSE. 
6.1.2 Case Study:  KK6PR 
Situated 2,610 km from the KD6RF transmitter, KK6PR represents the furthest station 
away from the transmitter where the transmission path follows an overland route.  The 
transmitted signal crosses the southern plains, travels over the Rocky Mountains, and into 
the Sierra Nevada range before arriving at the KK6PR receiver.  While the previous section 
commented at length about the shortfalls of VOACAP, this case study will examine how 
the FIIPL performs on a low signal strength transmission.  For figures and tables referenced 
in this case study, see Appendix H. 
• 7 MHz:  The low frequency SNR plots shown in Figure 34 show how the FIIPL 
forecast tracks the deep nulls in the data that corresponds to the transition from 
day to night, but have trouble with matching the peaks during the night.  The 
multi-source FIIPL forecasts held a slight edge over the daily average, with an 
RMSE of 4.08 dB. 
• 10.1 MHz:  As depicted in Figure 35, the 10.1 MHz data had very low SNR, 
barely rising above -5 dB during the most advantageous transmission times.  
Like the 7 MHz data, the 10.1 MHz forecasts were able to replicate the deep 
nulls in the data, but struggled with some of the peaks and the random 
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variations.  The FIIPL multi-source forecast demonstrated the best overall 
performance, with an RMSE of only 3.5 dB for this test data set. 
• 14.1 MHz:  The data from 14.1 MHz transmissions indicated how poorly the 
propagation conditions were for this band throughout the test data set.  From 
the observations in Figure 36, the peak SNR rarely crested above -15 dB, but 
the FIIPL forecast models accurately predicted the SNR to within about 2 dB 
RMSE. 
• 18.1 MHz:  The higher frequency results showed good agreement between 
FIIPL data and the measured SNR.  As shown in Figure 37, the FIIPL models 
maintain track on the major features of the data, only falling short near some 
of the peaks and other highly random occurrences, resulting in an RMSE of 
2.9 dB. 
• Autocorrelation:  Examining the ACF of the KK6PR data reveals an interesting 
diagnostic tool that a digital twin model could use to help identify system 
failures or erroneous data in the system.  Table 10-Table 13 track the daily 
correlation of SNR data with every other daily SNR measurement.  An 
interesting feature is observed with the 10.1 MHz signal:  while the day 19 data 
is obviously correlated with itself, it has little correlation with any other daily 
observation.  Looking at the 14.1 MHz data, this same anomaly is observed, 
but the lack of correlation on day 19 is less pronounced.  As a result of this 
information, the system operator could check with the transmitter site to see if 
a change had been made in the transmitter power or antenna pattern. An 
alternative hypothesis is that a problem with the receiver hardware, antenna, or 
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data collection system could be causing the anomaly.  Regardless of the source 
of the problem, the ability to accurately model the expected SNR to support 
fault detection is a critical capability for any HF propagation model. 
6.1.3 Case Study:  KD2OM 
Plots of forecasts and actual data, as well as autocorrelation tables for KD2OM, 
located in western New York, are included in Appendix I.  The FIIPL forecasts at 14.1 
MHz showed good agreement when compared to the 14.1 MHz data, resulting in only 2.8 
dB RMSE.  Like the KK6PR data above, the KD2OM data indicated anomalies on day 7 
and day 20 that would warrant further investigation to determine a root cause. 
6.2 Cross-correlation Between Sites 
Beyond assessing individual station path loss performance, interesting insights can 
be gained by looking at the cross-correlation between daily values collected at one station 
compared with another.  For this portion of the research, the XCF is computed from the 
WSPRnet data using the ml_cl_xcorr.py Python script at Appendix F. 
The hypothesis for this analysis is that sites that have approximately the same 
distance from the transmitter to the receiver and lie on approximately the same azimuth 
will have some substantial correlation between daily SNR values from those sites.  
Consider stations WA2ZKD and KD2OM from the surrogate network defined in Figure 
11.  Surrogate network map showing central transmitter, KD6RF, and remote receiver 
sites..  These stations are only 3 km different in distance to the transmitter KD6RF and 
with about 22 km difference in cross-track.  The results of XCF analysis between the 7 
MHz SNR collected at WA2ZKD compared with those collected at KD2OM are shown 
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in Table 2.  A visual inspection of the diagonal shows that the XCF between WA2ZKD 
and KD2OM is greater than 0.75 for most days. 
To test the robustness of this finding, the XCF between WA2ZDK and N2HQI was 
calculated using the ml_cl_xcorr.py Python script.  These two stations have a difference 
in range to KD6RF of 73 km, with cross-track distance of 58 km.  The results from this 
analysis (included in Table 3 below) showed that the diagonal still contained some 
correlation for data between the two values, but it was reduced from the overall levels 
computed for the XCF in Table 2. 
The final exploration of XCF involved calculating the XCF of sites at the 
approximately the same range, but with substantially different azimuth angles from 
KD6RF.  For this research, KD2OM (New York) was selected as one site and NO1D 
(Arizona) was selected as the site for XCF comparison.  The result of the XCF 
computation showed no visible correlation along the diagonal, as shown in Table 4. 
Table 2.  XCF between KD2OM (vert. axis) and WA2ZKD (horiz. axis) at 7 MHz. 
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6.3 Overall assessment of improved path loss predictions 
Considering the aggregated path loss forecast data from each of the models assessed 
in this research, the FIIPL multi-source model had the best performance against test data.  
The overall average RMSE for VOACAP data was 12 dB, compared to the average FIIPL 
RMSE results of 4 dB.  Detailed results, broken down by frequency, are reported in 
Appendix J.  As the case studies listed above indicate, there are still some areas that need 
further refinement, but the overall forecasting capability provides more accurate insight 
into HF communications conditions than the VOACAP model for fixed-site deployments.  
6.4 Implications for HF Digital Twin Models 
Beyond simply predicting the performance of the SNR for a particular link, the results 
from this research could add insight into the equivalent power required to communicate 
along the same path, but with other higher data rate communications protocols.  Previous 
Table 3.  XCF between KD2OM (vert. axis) and N2KQI (horiz. axis) at 7 MHz. 
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research in Table 5 indicates moving from the 1.5 bps of WSPR to 45.5 bps of Radio 
Teletype (RTTY) would require an increase in SNR of 22 dB.  This can be achieved by 
increasing the transmitter power, increasing the antenna gain of the transmitter or receiver, 
reducing noise level (or a combination of these) so that the result is a factor of 1,600 higher 
than the existing WSPR configuration.   
Table 5.  Relative sensitivity of communications modes [57]. 
 
   
   
Table 4.  XCF between KD2OM (vert. axis) and NO1D (horiz. axis) at 7 MHz. 
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Having the capability to project available bandwidth, data rates supported by the 
available bandwidth, and the required SNR to achieve them are all critical data points.  
Communication system operators and system designers can both use digital twins and the 
HF path loss forecast models described in this research to forecast performance of existing 
and proposed communications networks under different environmental conditions. 
6.5 Assessment of Research Hypotheses 
At the outset of this research into HF path loss forecasting to support digital twins, 
several hypotheses were posited for consideration.  After completing the research, the 
following conclusions can be drawn: 
• the complex relationships between the density of free electrons in the 
ionosphere and recombination events at different layers does drive HF path 
losses, but the phenomenon is highly dependent on frequency, distance from 
the transmitter to the receiver and the takeoff angle and azimuth of the signal, 
• while the path loss between two fixed sites can be modeled to within about 4 
dB RMSE, more research into direct measurements of free electron density at 
different altitudes should be undertaken to improve the path loss forecast 
accuracy, 
• simulations can support the creation of a digital twin model that can provide 
short duration (1-day) forecasts of HF path loss that perform better than current 
forecast models and can provide a measure of “anomaly” detection using 
autocorrelation and cross-correlation assessments. 
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The research supporting this dissertation examined previous efforts to characterize the 
ionosphere and to develop HF propagation models support path loss forecasts.  Findings 
from this research revealed shortfalls within a widely used path loss forecasting tool, 
VOACAP, when used to predict SNR between ground stations.  Assessments of WSPRnet 
data revealed and average RMSE of 12.9 dB between VOACAP predictions and actual 
propagation reports on recorded the WSPRnet system.  The FIILP models that leverage an 
LSTM machine learning algorithm developed forecasts that were within 4 dB RMSE of 
the actual values, with the multi-source model providing the most accuracy. 
To increase the validity of the models and perhaps gain more capabilities, researchers 
should investigate methods to increase the direct measurement of parameters that affect the 
free electron density in the atmosphere.  Researchers in [53] developed algorithms to more 
accurately characterize ionospheric conditions from HF sounding data so that it aligned 
better with in-situ measurements from sensors carried aboard sounding rockets.  Lynn 
developed a technique to model the different parts and velocities of segments of the 
ionosphere as a function of altitude and frequency using standard ionograms  [54].  Given 
adequate coverage from HF sounding sensors, this data could add to the feature set of an 
HF path loss prediction tool to improve the accuracy of the communications channel model 
in the digital twin. 
Another enhancement would add additional space weather elements to the FIIPL 
feature set to increase the forecasting accuracy.  For example, increased solar activity, such 
as sunspots, coronal mass ejections, and changes in the solar flux are known to affect HF 
communications.  Leveraging current space weather observation and forecasting 
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capabilities, such as those provided by the Australian Space Weather Services [55], could 
increase the accuracy of path loss forecasts if made on the same time scale as WSPRnet 
data (about every 15 minutes). 
Improvements to the LSTM algorithm could help identify “rare” events, like solar 
storms, that “disturb” the ionosphere and significantly impact the performance of HF 
networks.  Ranjan describes in [56] an “extreme rare event classification” concept that uses 
autoencoders to help classify events that occur less than 1% of the time in the training data.  
While this would not necessarily predict the anomaly, it could help alert the system 
operators that the anomaly is occurring by comparing predicted results from the digital 
twin simulation to the actual measurements using the autocorrelation method described in 
this research.  Having timely access to this anomaly detection information will allow 
operators an opportunity to implement mitigation plans and continue operations. 
Finally, for more broad applications, digital twin simulations must eventually integrate 
mobility into the path loss forecast modeling so that dynamic operational missions can be 
assessed.  This area of research will require innovative solutions to address challenges with 
predicting path loss from mobile platforms when those platforms include effects of 
changing the angle of incidence and antenna gain for both the transmitter and receiver as 
platforms move in three dimensions. 
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APPENDIX A:  GOOGLE BIGQUERY PARSING PROCESS 
• Uploaded 12/2019 WSPRNet data to Google Cloud Storage (3.85 GB) 
• WSPRnet header 
▪ spot_id   INTEGER  
▪ timestamp  INTEGER  
▪ reporter_callsign STRING 
▪ reporter_grid  STRING   
▪ snr   FLOAT  
▪ frequency  FLOAT   
▪ tx_callsign  STRING  
▪ tx_grid   STRING  
▪ power   FLOAT  
▪ drift   FLOAT  
▪ distance  FLOAT  
▪ az    FLOAT 
▪ band   INTEGER  
▪ version   STRING  
▪ code   STRING  
 
• Use BigQuery to sort find reporters and transmitters with the target callsign 
 
▪ Count and sort reporters 
• /* Count_and_Sort_Reporters */ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
▪ Select rows with a specific callsign 
• /* wsprspots_2019_12_select_rows_with_callsign */ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
o 
o 
▪ Search for specific TX and RX 
• 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• Download sorted data to local PC 
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APPENDIX B:  WSPR_DATA_CLEAN.PY 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
""" 
wspr_data_clean.py 
Last Updated:  15 June 2020 
 
Goal:  Input CSV file of VOACAP data, wsprnet data and clean and interpolate  
the data for use in machine learning algorithms. 
 
Input: 
    *_TX-*_RX-voacap.csv:   VOACAP simulation for RF link between TX and RX 
    *_TX-*_RX.csv:          WSPRnet data reported between TX and RX  
 
Variables: 
    data_path:      directory containing data files 
    tx_call:        Transmitter callsign 
    rx_call:        Receiver callsign 
    start_time:     WSPRnet data start time 
    end_time:       WSPRnet data stop time 
    samp_per_hr:    number of data samples per hour (4 is typical) 
    max_gap:        maximum number of data gaps to interpolate before imputing 
     
Functions: 
    plot_data_hr:  Input DataFrame and plot with hourly x-axis 
    plot_data_dt:  Input DataFrame and plot with dates on x-axis 
     
Output: 
    *_TX-*_RX-voa_interp.csv:   VOACAP data interpolated to match samp_per_hr 
    *_TX-*_RX_ml.csv:           ML data before cleaning 
    *_TX-* _RX_ml_cl.csv:       ML data after cleaning 
 
@author: Jim Taylor 
""" 
 
import pandas as pd 
import datetime as dt 
import random as rand 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import matplotlib.dates as mdates 
 
# Variables ****************************************************************** 
# TX, RX, and data path information 
data_path = (r'D:\Cloud Storage\Google Drive\UNL\Dissertation\HF Propagation'  
    r'\Code\Data\\') 
tx_call = 'KD6RF' 
rx_call = 'KD2OM' 
# Unix date format: (start_time/86400)+DATE(1970,1,1) 
# WSPRnet data is expressed in time relative to GMT 
start_time = 1575158400 # 12/1/2019 at 12:00 AM 
end_time = 1577836799 # 12/31/2019 at 11:59 PM 
samp_per_hr = 4 # Data samples per hour for interpolation 
max_gap = 5 # maximum number of gaps to interpolate 
 
# Functions ****************************************************************** 
def plot_data_hr (df_plt, plt_title, ymin, ymax): 
    print(plt_title) 
    plt.figure(figsize = (15,10)) 
    y_vals=df_plt.columns.drop({'idx', 'GMT'}).tolist() 
    df_plt.plot(x='GMT', y=y_vals, kind='line') 
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    plt.ylim(ymin-(ymax-ymin)*0.05, ymax+(ymax-ymin)*0.05) # 5% pad 
    plt.grid (True) 
    plt.title(plt_title) 
    plt.ylabel('SNR (dB)') 
    plt.xlabel('GMT (hour)') 
    plt.legend(loc='lower center', bbox_to_anchor=\ 
           (0.5, -0.35), ncol=5, fancybox=True, shadow=True) 
    plt.show() 
     
def plot_data_dt (df_plt, plt_title, ymin, ymax): 
    print(plt_title) 
    plt.figure(figsize = (15,10)) 
    y_vals=df_plt.columns.drop({'idx', 'GMT'}).tolist() 
    df_plt['GMT']=pd.to_datetime(df_plt['GMT'],unit='s') 
    df_plt.set_index('GMT') 
    df_plt.plot(x='GMT', y=y_vals, kind='line') 
    plt.gca().xaxis.set_major_formatter(mdates.DateFormatter('%Y-%m-%d')) 
    plt.gca().xaxis.set_major_locator(mdates.DayLocator(interval=10)) 
     
    # Add pads to x and y axes 
    plt.ylim(ymin-(ymax-ymin)*0.05, ymax+(ymax-ymin)*0.05) # 5% pad 
    xmin = dt.datetime.utcfromtimestamp(start_time-86400).\ 
        strftime('%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S') 
    xmax = dt.datetime.utcfromtimestamp(end_time+86400).\ 
        strftime('%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S')     
    plt.xlim(xmin, xmax) # 1-day pad on x-axis 
     
    plt.grid (True) 
    plt.title(plt_title) 
    plt.ylabel('SNR (dB)') 
    plt.xlabel('Date in Dec 2019') 
    plt.legend(loc='lower center', bbox_to_anchor=\ 
           (0.5, -0.35), ncol=5, fancybox=True, shadow=True) 
    plt.show()    
 
# Begin Program ************************************************************** 
# Load the VOACAP CSV file 
tx_rx_voacap_file = (tx_call + '_TX-' + rx_call + '_RX-voacap.csv') 
voa_csv = pd.read_csv(data_path + tx_rx_voacap_file) 
# Set GMT as index 
# Add index 
idx_csv = range(0, 25) 
voa_csv.insert(0, "idx", idx_csv) 
 
# Plot the VOACAP simulation 
plot_title = 'VOACAP Simulation for %s-%s' % (tx_call, rx_call) 
y_min, y_max = -30, 20 
 
# Scale VOACAP data to SNR 
for idx in range (3, len(voa_csv.columns)): 
    voa_csv.iloc[:,idx] = voa_csv.iloc[:,idx] * 40 
    voa_csv.iloc[:,idx] = voa_csv.iloc[:,idx] - 30 
 
plot_data_hr (voa_csv, plot_title, y_min, y_max) 
 
# Create new DataFrame for interpolated data 
voa_col = voa_csv.columns 
voa_interp = pd.DataFrame(columns=voa_col) 
     
# Set idx as index 
voa_interp.set_index('idx', inplace=True) 
 
# Loop through 24 hours and calculate linear interpolation 
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curr_hr = 0 # current hour 
print ('Interpolating VOACAP Simulation data for %s-%s' % (tx_call, rx_call)) 
while curr_hr < 24: 
    # Set current hour of voa_interp to voa_csv value 
    voa_interp = voa_interp.append(voa_csv.iloc[curr_hr]) 
     
    # Calculate delta for interpolation for this hour 
    delta = (voa_csv.iloc[curr_hr+1]-voa_csv.iloc[curr_hr])/samp_per_hr 
     
    # Loop through samples per hour and update interpolated Dataframe 
    sample = 0 
    while sample < samp_per_hr-1: 
         
        # Add delta to previous value of voa_inter 
        prev_row = voa_interp.shape[0] - 1 
        voa_interp = voa_interp.append(voa_interp.iloc[prev_row] +\ 
                     delta, ignore_index = True) 
 
        # Increment indices 
        sample += 1 
         
    # Hourly loop     
    curr_hr += 1 
 
# Add first row value to last row 
voa_interp = voa_interp.append(voa_interp.iloc[0], ignore_index = True) 
# Update 'GMT' value and set as index for printing 
voa_interp.iat[24*samp_per_hr,0]=24 
voa_interp.set_index('GMT') 
 
# Plot the interpolated data simulation 
plot_title = 'Interpolated VOACAP Simulation for %s-%s' % (tx_call, rx_call) 
y_min, y_max = -30, 20 
plot_data_hr (voa_interp, plot_title, y_min, y_max) 
 
# Export voa_interp DataFrame to csv 
voa_interp_file = (tx_call + '_TX-' + rx_call + '_RX-voa_interp.csv')     
voa_interp.to_csv(data_path + voa_interp_file, index=False)    
     
# Load WSPRnet data from CSV file 
print('Loading WSPRnet Data') 
wspr_file = (tx_call + '_TX-' + rx_call + '_RX.csv')     
wspr_csv = pd.read_csv(data_path + wspr_file) 
 
# Sort wspr_csv by timestamp 
print('Sorting WSPRnet DataFrame by timestamp') 
wspr_csv = wspr_csv.sort_values(by=['timestamp']) 
wspr_csv = wspr_csv.reset_index(drop=True) 
 
# Set up ML DataFrame to receive WSPRnet data 
print('Setting up ML DataFrame') 
ml_data = pd.DataFrame(columns=voa_col) 
 
# Loop from start_time to end_time to initialize time bins 
idx = 0 
time_inc = 3600/samp_per_hr 
curr_time = start_time 
while curr_time < end_time: 
    ml_data = ml_data.append({'GMT': curr_time, 'idx': int(idx), '1.8': -99,\ 
        '3.6': -99, '5.3': -99, '7': -99, '10.1': -99, '14.1': -99,\ 
        '18.1': -99, '21.1': -99, '24.9': -99, '28.1': -99},\ 
        ignore_index = True) 
    idx += 1 # increment index 
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    curr_time = curr_time + time_inc # increment time bin 
     
# Convert idx and GMT to integer values 
ml_data['idx'] = ml_data['idx'].astype(int) 
ml_data['GMT'] = ml_data['GMT'].astype(int) 
 
# Loop through time bins and store average WSPRnet data in bins 
print('Storing WSPRnet data in ML DataFrame time bins') 
bin_num = 0 
wspr_sample = 0 
while bin_num < ml_data.shape[0]: 
    bin_time = ml_data.GMT[bin_num] 
    bin_max = bin_time + time_inc/2 
    bin_min = bin_time - time_inc/2 
    sample_storage = pd.DataFrame(columns=voa_col) 
     
    # Loop through WSPRnet data and store 
    if wspr_sample < len(wspr_csv.index): 
        while wspr_csv.timestamp[wspr_sample] < bin_max: 
             
            if (wspr_csv.timestamp[wspr_sample] >= bin_min)\ 
                and (wspr_csv.timestamp[wspr_sample] < bin_max): 
                 
                # Store sample in appropriate band bin 
                sample_band = wspr_csv.band[wspr_sample] 
                sample_snr = wspr_csv.snr[wspr_sample] 
                 
                if sample_band == 1: 
                    freq = '1.8' 
                if sample_band == 3: 
                    freq = '3.6' 
                if sample_band == 5: 
                    freq = '5.3' 
                if sample_band == 7: 
                    freq = '7' 
                if sample_band == 10: 
                    freq = '10.1' 
                if sample_band == 14: 
                    freq = '14.1' 
                if sample_band == 18: 
                    freq = '18.1' 
                if sample_band == 21: 
                    freq = '21.1' 
                if sample_band == 24: 
                    freq = '24.9' 
                if sample_band == 28: 
                    freq = '28.1' 
                 
                # Store data in temporary DataFrame 
                sample_storage = sample_storage.append\ 
                    ({freq: sample_snr}, ignore_index = True) 
                #print('sample_storage: ', sample_storage) 
             
            # Increment to next sample 
            wspr_sample += 1 
            # Error trap to prevent reading beyond end of wspr_csv 
            if wspr_sample == len(wspr_csv.index): 
                break 
     
        # Take the average of all samples in this time bin     
        sample_mean = sample_storage.mean() 
        len_samp_mean = sample_mean.size 
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        # Store the average sample data in ml_data 
        samp_col= 2 
        while samp_col < len_samp_mean: 
            ml_data.iloc[bin_num,samp_col] = sample_mean[samp_col] 
            samp_col += 1 
     
    # Increment bin number 
    bin_num += 1 
         
# Plot the ML DataFrame 
plot_title = 'Plotting ML Input Data for %s-%s' % (tx_call, rx_call) 
y_min, y_max = -30, 20 
ml_data_plt = ml_data.copy() 
plot_data_dt (ml_data_plt, plot_title, y_min, y_max) 
 
# Export ML DataFrame to csv 
ml_file = (tx_call + '_TX-' + rx_call + '_RX_ml.csv')     
ml_data.to_csv(data_path + ml_file, index=False) 
 
# Clean Data 
# Initialize new DataFrame, ml_clean for cleaned data and remove NaN 
ml_clean = ml_data.copy() 
ml_clean = ml_clean.fillna(-99) 
 
# Set up daily_data DataFrame to store average daily data 
print('Setting up daily DataFrames') 
daily_data = pd.DataFrame(columns=voa_col) # total value of samples in bin 
daily_samp = pd.DataFrame(columns=voa_col) # number of samples in bin 
daily_avg = pd.DataFrame(columns=voa_col) # average of all daily samples 
 
# Loop from start_time to end_time to initialize time bins 
idx = 0 
curr_time = 0 
while idx < 24 * samp_per_hr: 
    daily_data = daily_data.append({'GMT': idx*time_inc, 'idx': int(idx),\ 
        '1.8': 0, '3.6': 0, '5.3': 0, '7': 0, '10.1': 0, '14.1': 0,\ 
        '18.1': 0, '21.1': 0, '24.9': 0, '28.1': 0},\ 
        ignore_index = True) 
    daily_samp = daily_samp.append({'GMT': idx*time_inc, 'idx': int(idx),\ 
        '1.8': 0, '3.6': 0, '5.3': 0, '7': 0, '10.1': 0, '14.1': 0,\ 
        '18.1': 0, '21.1': 0, '24.9': 0, '28.1': 0},\ 
        ignore_index = True) 
    daily_avg = daily_avg.append({'GMT': idx*time_inc, 'idx': int(idx),\ 
        '1.8': -30, '3.6': -30, '5.3': -30, '7': -30, '10.1': -30,\ 
        '14.1': -30, '18.1': -30, '21.1': -30, '24.9': -30, '28.1': -30},\ 
        ignore_index = True) 
    idx += 1 # increment index 
     
# Loop through time bins in ml_clean and add WSPRnet data to hourly bins 
print('Adding WSPRnet data to Daily DataFrame time bins') 
 
wspr_sample = 0 
col_len = len(daily_data.columns) 
while wspr_sample < ml_clean.shape[0]: 
    # Take mod of GMT value to get time bin for idx 
    idx = int(((ml_clean.iloc[wspr_sample]['GMT']) % 86400)/time_inc) 
     
    # Loop through all columns and add values != -99 
    for col_num in range (2,col_len): 
        if ml_clean.iloc[wspr_sample, col_num] != -99: 
            daily_data.iloc[idx, col_num] = \ 
                daily_data.iloc[idx, col_num] +\ 
                ml_clean.iloc[wspr_sample, col_num] 
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            daily_samp.iloc[idx, col_num] = daily_samp.iloc[idx, col_num] + 1 
    wspr_sample += 1 
     
# Calculate the average of all samples above threshhold in this time bin     
# Loop through daily_samp and divide daily_data by non-zero daily_samp values 
samp_thresh = 10 
idx = 0 
while idx < 24 * samp_per_hr: 
 
    # Loop through all columns in current row 
    for col_num in range (2,col_len): 
        if daily_samp.iloc[idx, col_num] > samp_thresh: 
            daily_avg.iloc[idx, col_num] = \ 
                daily_data.iloc[idx, col_num] / daily_samp.iloc[idx, col_num] 
    idx += 1 
 
# Interpolate missing data in daily_avg 
daily_avg_int = daily_avg.copy() 
daily_avg_int['GMT']=daily_avg_int['GMT']/(3600) # convert to hours 
 
# Loop through all columns and interpolate missing data 
for col_num in range (1,len(daily_avg_int.columns)): 
 
    print('Interpolating missing data in Daily Average for %s MHz' %\ 
          daily_avg_int.columns[col_num]) 
    row_num = 1 # skip first row in dataset 
    while row_num < (daily_avg_int.shape[0]-(max_gap+1)): 
 
        # Check current row, col for gap 
        if daily_avg_int.iloc[row_num, col_num] == -30: 
             
            # Check gap size 
            gap_size = 1 
            while (gap_size < (max_gap + 1)) and\ 
                (daily_avg_int.iloc[(row_num + gap_size), col_num] == -30): 
                gap_size += 1 
             
            # Check if gap size is at max_gap 
            if gap_size < (max_gap + 1): 
  
                # Use gap size for linear interpolation 
                # delta_val is the diff. between next and previous real values 
                delta_val = daily_avg_int.iloc[(row_num + gap_size), col_num]-\ 
                    daily_avg_int.iloc[(row_num - 1), col_num] 
                # interp_val is the incremental value added to previous 
                interp_val = delta_val/(gap_size + 1) 
                # Add interpolated values between real values 
                for interp_row in range (0,gap_size): 
                    daily_avg_int.iloc[(row_num + interp_row), col_num] =\ 
                    daily_avg_int.iloc[(row_num + interp_row - 1), col_num] +\ 
                    interp_val 
                     
                row_num = row_num + gap_size + 1 
            else: 
                row_num += 1 
        else: 
            row_num += 1 
    # Check first row and interpolate, if needed 
    if daily_avg_int.iloc[0, col_num] == -30: 
        daily_avg_int.iloc[0, col_num] = (daily_avg_int.iloc[1, col_num] +\ 
                    daily_avg_int.iloc[row_num-1, col_num]) / 2 
 
# Plot the interpolated data simulation 
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plot_title = 'Avg of Samples Above Threshhold for %s-%s' % (tx_call, rx_call) 
y_min, y_max = -30, 20 
daily_avg_int_plt = daily_avg_int.copy() 
plot_data_hr (daily_avg_int_plt, plot_title, y_min, y_max) 
 
# Export daily_avg_int DataFrame to csv 
daily_avg_int_file = (tx_call + '_TX-' + rx_call + '_RX-daily_avg_int.csv')     
daily_avg_int.to_csv(data_path + daily_avg_int_file, index=False)    
 
# Loop through all columns and interpolate missing data in ml_clean 
# or impute data from the average daily value 
max_gap = 5 # maximum number of gaps to interpolate 
 
# Process the first row separately -- keep data if > -30, otherwise set to -30 
col_len = ml_clean.shape[1] 
row_len = ml_clean.shape[0] 
for col_num in range (2,col_len): 
    #print ('col_num: ', col_num) 
    if ml_clean.iloc[0, col_num] < -30: 
        ml_clean.iloc[0, col_num] = -30 
 
for col_num in range (2,col_len): 
 
    print('Interpolating missing data in ml_clean for %s MHz' %\ 
          ml_clean.columns[col_num]) 
         
    row_num = 1 # skip first row in dataset 
    while row_num < (row_len-(max_gap+1)): 
 
        # Check current row, col for gap 
        if ml_clean.iloc[row_num, col_num] == -99: 
             
            # Check gap size 
            gap_size = 1 
            while (gap_size < (max_gap + 1)) and\ 
                (ml_clean.iloc[(row_num + gap_size), col_num] == -99): 
                gap_size += 1 
             
            # Check if gap size is at max_gap 
            if gap_size < (max_gap + 1): 
  
                # Use gap size for linear interpolation 
                # delta_val is the diff. between next and previous real values 
                delta_val = ml_clean.iloc[(row_num + gap_size), col_num]-\ 
                    ml_clean.iloc[(row_num - 1), col_num] 
                # interp_val is the incremental value added to previous 
                interp_val = delta_val/(gap_size + 1) 
                # Add interpolated values between real values 
                for interp_row in range (0,gap_size): 
                    ml_clean.iloc[(row_num + interp_row), col_num] =\ 
                    ml_clean.iloc[(row_num + interp_row - 1), col_num] +\ 
                    interp_val 
                     
                row_num = row_num + gap_size + 1 
            else: 
                # Gap is too large, impute data from average daily int value 
                # Determine row in daily_avg to use 
                idx_daily = int(((ml_clean.iloc[row_num]['GMT']) % 86400)\ 
                    /time_inc) 
                ml_clean.iloc[row_num, col_num] =\ 
                    daily_avg_int.iloc[idx_daily, col_num] 
                row_num += 1 
        else: 
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            row_num += 1 
             
# Process the last max_gap+1 rows -- keep data if > -30, otherwise set to -30 
row_num = row_len-(max_gap+1) 
while row_num < row_len: 
    # Loop through columns and set values as needed 
    for col_num in range (2,col_len): 
        if ml_clean.iloc[row_num, col_num] < -30: 
            ml_clean.iloc[row_num, col_num] = \ 
                (2 * ml_clean.iloc[row_num-1, col_num]) -\ 
                ml_clean.iloc[row_num-2, col_num] 
        if ml_clean.iloc[row_num, col_num] > 20: 
            ml_clean.iloc[row_num, col_num] = 20 - rand.random() 
    row_num += 1 
     
# Add noise to -30 floor to support ML analysis 
print('Adding noise to -30 dB values to support ML analysis') 
row_num = 0 
while row_num < row_len: 
    # Loop through columns and set values to add noise 
    for col_num in range (2,col_len): 
        if ml_clean.iloc[row_num, col_num] <= -30: 
            ml_clean.iloc[row_num, col_num] = -30 + rand.random() 
    row_num += 1 
                
# Plot the interpolated data simulation 
plot_title = 'Plotting ML Cleaned Data for %s-%s' % (tx_call, rx_call) 
y_min, y_max = -30, 20 
ml_clean_plt = ml_clean.copy() 
plot_data_dt (ml_clean_plt, plot_title, y_min, y_max) 
 
# Export ml_clean DataFrame to csv 
ml_cl_file = (tx_call + '_TX-' + rx_call + '_RX_ml_cl.csv')     
ml_clean.to_csv(data_path + ml_cl_file, index=False) 
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APPENDIX C:  LSTM_1_SRC.PY 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
""" 
lstm_1_src.py 
Last Updated:  15 June 2020 
 
Goal:  predict the behavior of a single frequency 
by using LSTM to predict n time periods (look_forward) by  
using as m previous time periods as input (look_back). 
 
Input: 
    *_TX-* _RX_ml_cl.csv:       ML data after cleaning 
 
Variables: 
    data_path:         directory containing data files 
    tx_call:           Transmitter callsign 
    rx_call:           Receiver callsign 
    start_time:        WSPRnet data start time 
    end_time:          WSPRnet data stop time 
    samp_per_hr:       number of data samples per hour (4 is typical) 
    layer1_num_cells:  number of cells in layer 1 
    layer2_num_cells:  number of cells in second layer 
    num_epochs:        number of model training num_epochs 
    num_features:      number of features (frequencies) 
    build_model:       if True, build model - if False, load model 
    local_run:         if True, script runs on local PC 
     
Functions: 
    genInOutData:   Split time series into input sequences of "look_back"  
                    past values for X and "look_forward" future values for Y 
     
Output: 
    *_TX-*_RX-out.txt:   output file that captures RMSE results 
    *_TX-*_train.csv:    model predictions based on training data 
    *_TX-*_test.csv:     model predictions based on test data 
     
@author: Jim Taylor 
""" 
 
from datetime import datetime 
import numpy as np 
import pandas as pd 
from keras.models import Sequential 
from keras.layers import LSTM, Dense 
from keras.models import load_model 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
from sklearn.preprocessing import MinMaxScaler 
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split 
from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error 
 
# Variables ****************************************************************** 
 
# Variables for training/forecasting 
look_back = 384 
look_forward = 96 
num_periods = 4  # len(array)-num_periods*look_forward is used to set division 
bin_size = 8 
test_ratio = 0.2 
training_step = int(look_forward/16) 
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samp_per_hr = 4 
 
# Variables for LSTM modeling 
layer1_num_cells = 100 
layer2_num_cells = 75 
num_epochs = 100 
num_features = 1 
build_model = True # if True, build model locally, otherwise load from file 
 
# TX, RX, and data path information 
local_run = False # run script on local PC (show graphs), set data_path 
tx_call = 'KD6RF' 
rx_call = 'NO1D' 
freq = '7'  # set the frequency to analyze 
series_label=(freq + ' MHz') 
series_name = series_label.replace(' ', '_') 
 
# Set data path 
if local_run: 
    data_path=(r'D:\Cloud Storage\Google Drive\UNL\Dissertation\HF Propagation'  
    r'\Code\Data\\') 
else: # Data path for HCC 
    data_path = ('/work/tellab/jmtaylor/Code/Data/') 
 
# Unix date format: (start_time/86400)+DATE(1970,1,1) 
# WSPRnet data is expressed in time relative to GMT 
start_time = 1575158400 # 12/1/2019 at 12:00 AM 
end_time = 1577836799 # 12/31/2019 at 11:59 PM 
 
# Unix date format: (start_time/86400)+DATE(1970,1,1) 
# WSPRnet data is expressed in time relative to GMT 
start_time = 1575158400 # 12/1/2019 at 12:00 AM 
end_time = 1577836799 # 12/31/2019 at 11:59 PM 
 
# Open files for writing data 
outfile = open(tx_call + '_TX-' + rx_call + '_RX_' +\ 
               series_name + '_out.txt','w+') 
trainfile = open(tx_call + '_TX-' + rx_call + '_RX_' +\ 
               series_name + '_train.csv','w+') 
testfile = open(tx_call + '_TX-' + rx_call + '_RX_' +\ 
               series_name + '_test.csv','w+') 
 
# Functions ****************************************************************** 
 
# Splits the data array into input sequences of "look_back"  
# past values for X and "look_forward" future values for Y 
# by spliting in `n` past time periods as input X  
# and `m` future time periods as Y. 
def genInOutData(data, step_size=1): 
    # Initialize input array X and output array Y 
    X, Y = [], [] 
    loop_max = len(data)-look_back-look_forward +1 
    print('loop_max: ', loop_max) 
    print('step_size: ', step_size) 
    # Loop through data 
    for idx in range(0,loop_max, step_size): 
        # Input array idx to idx+look_back 
        X.append(data[idx:(idx+look_back)]) 
        # Input array idx+look_back to idx+look_back+look_forward 
        #    data width is look_forward 
        Y.append(data[(idx+look_back):(idx+look_back+look_forward)]) 
        # Output array idx+look_back to idx+look_back + look_forward 
        #    data width is look_forward 
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    return np.array(X),np.array(Y) 
 
# Begin Program ************************************************************** 
 
# Load the ml_clean CSV file 
tx_rx_ml_clean_file = (tx_call + '_TX-' + rx_call + '_RX_ml_cl.csv') 
ml_clean = pd.read_csv(data_path + tx_rx_ml_clean_file) 
 
# Set date as index 
wspr_data = ml_clean.copy() 
wspr_data.set_index('GMT', inplace=True) 
# Keep only the column with the desired frequency for analysis 
wspr_data = wspr_data[freq] 
 
# Write data to outfile 
text_line = ('TX Call: ' + str(tx_call) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('RX Call: ' + str(rx_call) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('Time Series: ' + str(series_label) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('Look Back: ' + str(look_back) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('Look Forward: ' + str(look_forward) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('Number of Periods: ' + str(num_periods) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('Samples per Hour: ' + str(samp_per_hr) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('Start time: ' + str(start_time) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('Stop time: ' + str(end_time) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
 
# Use a 4-bin sliding window to smooth data 
wspr_sm = wspr_data.rolling(bin_size).mean() 
# Replace NaN with original values 
for idx in range (0, bin_size-1): 
    wspr_sm.iloc[idx] = wspr_data.iloc[idx] 
 
# Plot the time series 
if local_run: 
    print('Plotting time series') 
    plt.figure(figsize = (15,10)) 
    plt.plot(wspr_sm, label=series_label) 
    plt.legend(loc='best') 
    plt.show() 
 
# Normalize the data 
print('Normalize the time series') 
array = wspr_sm.values.reshape(wspr_sm.shape[0],1) 
scl = MinMaxScaler() 
array = scl.fit_transform(array) 
 
# Split in Train and Test 
division = len(array) - num_periods*look_forward 
array_train = array[:division] # training data from beginning to division 
array_test = array[division-look_back:] # from division-lookback to data end 
 
print('Generate test Input [X_test] and Output [y_test] data') 
X_test, y_test = genInOutData(array_test, look_forward) 
# Convert from 3-dim array to 2-dim 
# Unravel array and loop through rows, overwriting original  
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y_test = np.array([list(a.ravel()) for a in y_test]) 
 
print('Generate training Input [X] and Output [y] data') 
X, y = genInOutData(array_train, training_step) 
# Convert from 3-dim array to 2-dim 
# Unravel array and loop through rows, overwriting original  
y = np.array([list(a.ravel()) for a in y]) 
 
# Take the X time series input rows and corresponding and y output 
# and split them into training and validation data sets 
# X_train are the time series values used to train the model 
# y_train are the output values corresponding to X_train 
# X_validate are the time series values excluded from training the model 
# y_validate are the output values corresponding to X_validate 
X_train, X_validate, y_train, y_validate = \ 
    train_test_split(X, y, test_size=test_ratio, random_state=23) 
 
print('X_train.shape: ', X_train.shape) 
print('X_validate.shape: ', X_validate.shape) 
print('X_test.shape: ', X_test.shape) 
print('y_train.shape: ', y_train.shape) 
print('y_validate.shape: ', y_validate.shape) 
print('y_test.shape: ', y_test.shape) 
 
# Write lstm model data to output file 
text_line = ('First Layer Cells: ' + str(layer1_num_cells) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('Second Layer Cells: ' + str(layer2_num_cells) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('num_epochs: ' + str(num_epochs) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('Number of Features: ' + str(num_features) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
now = datetime.now() 
time_string = now.strftime("%d/%m/%Y %H:%M:%S") 
 
if build_model: 
    print('Start Building Model: ', time_string) 
    text_line = ('Start Building Model: ' + time_string + '\n') 
    outfile.write(text_line) 
else: 
    print('Loading Model: ', time_string) 
    text_line = ('Loading Model: ' + time_string + '\n') 
    outfile.write(text_line) 
 
# Build model or load model 
if build_model: 
    #Build the lstm model 
    model = Sequential() 
    model.add(LSTM(layer1_num_cells,input_shape= \ 
                   (look_back,num_features), return_sequences=True)) 
    model.add(LSTM(layer2_num_cells,input_shape= \ 
              (layer1_num_cells,num_features))) 
    model.add(Dense(look_forward)) 
    model.compile(loss='mean_squared_error', optimizer='adam') 
     
    history = model.fit(X_train,y_train,num_epochs=num_epochs,validation_data=\ 
              (X_validate,y_validate),shuffle=True,batch_size=2, verbose=2) 
     
    # Model build complete 
    now = datetime.now() 
    time_string = now.strftime("%d/%m/%Y %H:%M:%S") 
    print('Complete Building Model: ', time_string) 
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    text_line = ('Complete Building Model: ' + time_string + '\n') 
    outfile.write(text_line) 
     
    #Save the model 
    if local_run: 
        model_file = 'Model\lstm_{}_LB{}_FD{}_E{}_F{}_S{}.h5'\ 
        .format(series_name, look_back, look_forward, num_epochs, \ 
                layer1_num_cells, layer2_num_cells) 
    else: 
        model_file = 'Model/lstm_{}_LB{}_FD{}_E{}_F{}_S{}.h5'\ 
        .format(series_name, look_back, look_forward, num_epochs, \ 
                layer1_num_cells, layer2_num_cells) 
     
    model.save(model_file) 
 
else:  # Load model from file 
    if local_run: 
        model_file = 'Model\lstm_{}_LB{}_FD{}_E{}_F{}_S{}.h5'\ 
            .format(series_name, look_back, look_forward, num_epochs, \ 
            layer1_num_cells, layer2_num_cells) 
    else: 
        model_file = 'Model/lstm_{}_LB{}_FD{}_E{}_F{}_S{}.h5'\ 
            .format(series_name, look_back, look_forward, num_epochs, \ 
            layer1_num_cells, layer2_num_cells) 
    model = load_model (model_file) 
    print("Loaded model `{}`".format(model_file)) 
    text_line = ("Loaded model `{}`".format(model_file) + '\n') 
    outfile.write(text_line) 
 
# Use the model to predict output time series using X_test (previously unused) 
Yt = model.predict(X_test) 
 
# Plot results 
if local_run: 
    plt.figure(figsize = (15,10)) 
     
    # Yt is the prediction of the model using X_test as the input 
    for idx in range (0, len(Yt)): 
        plt.plot([x + idx*look_forward for x in range(len(Yt[idx]))], \ 
                 scl.inverse_transform(Yt[idx].reshape(-1,1)), 'm*') 
         
    plt.plot(0, scl.inverse_transform(Yt[idx].reshape(-1,1))[0], 'm*', \ 
             label='Prediction Yt') 
     
    # y_test is the actual data used for comparison with Yt     
    plt.plot(scl.inverse_transform(y_test.reshape(-1,1)), color='b', \ 
             label='Actual Time Series Data') 
    plt.legend(loc='best') 
    plt.show() 
 
# Predict how the model reacts to all data in Train and Test set 
# Use entire data set for testing and training 
remainder = division%look_forward 
full_array_train = array[remainder:division] 
full_array_test = array[division-look_back:] 
 
# Training time series 
Xtrain, ytrain = genInOutData(full_array_train, look_forward) 
# Test time series 
Xtest, ytest = genInOutData(full_array_test, look_forward) 
 
# Predict output of Xtrain 
Ytrain = model.predict(Xtrain) 
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Ytrain = Ytrain.ravel() 
 
# Predict output of Xtest 
Ytest = model.predict(Xtest) 
Ytest = Ytest.ravel() 
 
# Merge real data used as input 
x_real = np.concatenate((full_array_train, full_array_test), axis=0) 
 
# Merge output ytrain and ytest  
y = np.concatenate((ytrain, ytest), axis=0) 
 
# Get predicted model output (Ytrain) ready for plotting 
train_pred_x = [] 
for idx in range (look_back + remainder, len(Ytrain) + look_back + remainder): 
    train_pred_x.append(idx) 
 
train_pred_y = scl.inverse_transform (Ytrain.reshape(-1,1)) 
 
# Plot the predicted values using training data as input 
if local_run: 
    plt.figure(figsize = (15,10)) 
    plt.plot(train_pred_x, train_pred_y, 'g*',\ 
             label='Model Using Training Data') 
                                       
# Get predicted model output (Ytest) ready for plotting 
test_pred_x = [] 
for idx in range (look_back + remainder + len(Ytrain), len(Ytrain)+ \ 
         len(Ytest) + look_back+remainder): 
    test_pred_x.append(idx) 
 
test_pred_y = scl.inverse_transform (Ytest.reshape(-1,1)) 
 
# Plot the predicted values using test data as input 
if local_run: 
    plt.plot(test_pred_x, test_pred_y, 'm*', label='Model Using Test Data') 
 
# Get the output time series data (y) ready for plotting 
output_x = [] 
for idx in range (look_back + remainder, look_back + remainder+ \ 
         len(Ytrain) + len(Ytest)): 
    output_x.append(idx) 
 
output_y = scl.inverse_transform (y.reshape(-1,1)) 
 
# Plot the output time series data for comparison with model 
if local_run: 
    plt.plot(output_x, output_y, 'b', label='Actual Time Series Data') 
    plt.legend(loc='best') 
    plt.show() 
 
# Compute RMSE for test data 
output_train = output_y[0:len(train_pred_y)] 
output_test = output_y[len(train_pred_y):] 
rmse_train = mean_squared_error(output_train, train_pred_y, squared=False) 
print('RMSE for model vs. training data (dB): ', rmse_train) 
text_line = ('RMSE for model vs. training data (dB): '+str(rmse_train) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
rmse_test = mean_squared_error(output_test, test_pred_y, squared=False) 
print('RMSE for model vs. test data (dB): ', rmse_test) 
text_line = ('RMSE for model vs. test data (dB): ' + str(rmse_test) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
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# Write csv header for training file 
text_line = ('DateStamp,Yt_prediction(dB),y_train_actual(dB)' + '\n') 
trainfile.write(text_line) 
 
# Loop through training data and write prediction and actual to file 
for idx in range (0, len(train_pred_y)): 
    text_line = (str(int(start_time + (3600/samp_per_hr)*\ 
                (remainder + look_back+idx))) + ',' +\ 
                str(train_pred_y[idx, 0])+','+ str(output_train[idx, 0]) +'\n') 
    trainfile.write(text_line) 
 
# Write csv header for test file 
text_line = ('DateStamp,Yt_prediction(dB),y_test_actual(dB)' + '\n') 
testfile.write(text_line) 
 
# Loop through test data and write prediction and actual to file 
for idx in range (0, len(test_pred_y)): 
    text_line = (str(int(start_time+(3600/samp_per_hr)*(remainder+look_back+\ 
                len(train_pred_y)+idx)))+','+str(test_pred_y[idx, 0])+\ 
                ','+ str(output_test[idx, 0]) + '\n') 
    testfile.write(text_line) 
 
# Close files     
outfile.close() 
trainfile.close() 
testfile.close() 
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APPENDIX D:  LSTM_MULT_SRC.PY 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
""" 
lstm_mult_src.py 
Last Updated:  15 June 2020 
 
Goal:  predict the behavior of multiple frequencies using LSTM 
by predicting n time periods (look_forward), using m previous 
time periods (look_back). 
 
Input: 
    *_TX-* _RX_ml_cl.csv:       ML data after cleaning 
 
Variables: 
    data_path:         directory containing data files 
    tx_call:           Transmitter callsign 
    rx_call:           Receiver callsign 
    series_name:       file name for multi-featured data 
    start_time:        WSPRnet data start time 
    end_time:          WSPRnet data stop time 
    samp_per_hr:       number of data samples per hour (4 is typical) 
    layer1_num_cells:  number of LSTM cells in first layer 
    layer2_num_cells:  number of LSTM cells in second layer 
    num_epochs:        number of model training num_epochs 
    num_features:      number of features (frequencies) 
    build_model:       if True, build model - if False, load model 
    local_run:         if True, script runs on local PC 
     
Functions: 
    genInOutData:   Split time series into input sequences of "look_back"  
                    past values for X and "look_forward" future values for Y 
     
Output: 
    *_TX-*_RX-out.txt:   output file that captures RMSE results 
    *_TX-*_train.csv:    model predictions based on training data 
    *_TX-*_test.csv:     model predictions based on test data 
     
@author: Jim Taylor 
""" 
 
from datetime import datetime 
import numpy as np 
import pandas as pd 
from keras.models import Sequential 
from keras.layers import LSTM, Dense 
from keras.models import load_model 
from sklearn.preprocessing import MinMaxScaler 
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split 
from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error 
 
# Variables ****************************************************************** 
 
# Variables for training/forecasting 
look_back = 384 
look_forward = 96 
num_periods = 4  # len(array)-num_periods*look_forward is used to set division 
bin_size = 8 
test_ratio = 0.2 
training_step = int(look_forward/16) 
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samp_per_hr = 4 
 
# Variables for LSTM modeling 
layer1_num_cells = 100 
layer2_num_cells = 75 
num_epochs = 100 
num_features = 4 
build_model = True # if True, build model locally, otherwise load from file 
 
# TX, RX, and data path information 
local_run = False # run script on local PC (show graphs), set data_path 
tx_call = 'KD6RF' 
rx_call = 'NO1D' 
series_name = 'multi' 
 
# Set data path 
if local_run: 
    data_path=(r'D:\Cloud Storage\Google Drive\UNL\Dissertation\HF Propagation'  
    r'\Code\Data\\') 
else: # Data path for HCC+ 
    data_path = ('/work/tellab/jmtaylor/Code/Data/') 
 
# Unix date format: (start_time/86400)+DATE(1970,1,1) 
# WSPRnet data is expressed in time relative to GMT 
start_time = 1575158400 # 12/1/2019 at 12:00 AM 
end_time = 1577836799 # 12/31/2019 at 11:59 PM 
 
# Open files for writing data 
outfile = open(tx_call + '_TX-' + rx_call + '_RX_' +\ 
               series_name + '_out.txt','w+') 
trainfile = open(tx_call + '_TX-' + rx_call + '_RX_' +\ 
               series_name + '_train.csv','w+') 
testfile = open(tx_call + '_TX-' + rx_call + '_RX_' +\ 
               series_name + '_test.csv','w+') 
 
# Functions ****************************************************************** 
 
# Splits the data array into input sequences of "look_back"  
# past values for X and "look_forward" future values for Y 
# by spliting in `n` past time periods as input X  
# and `m` future time periods as Y. 
def genInOutData(data, step_size=1): 
    # Initialize input array X and output array Y 
    loop_max = len(data)-look_back-look_forward +1 
    X, Y = [], [] 
    print('loop_max: ', loop_max) 
    print('step_size: ', step_size) 
    # Loop through data 
    for idx in range(0, loop_max, step_size): 
        # Input array idx to idx+look_back 
        X.append(data[idx:(idx+look_back)]) 
        # Input array idx+look_back to idx+look_back+look_forward 
        #    data width is look_forward 
        Y.append(data[(idx+look_back):(idx+look_back+look_forward)]) 
        # Output array idx+look_back to idx+look_back + look_forward 
        #    data width is look_forward 
    return np.array(X),np.array(Y) 
 
# Begin Program ************************************************************** 
 
# Load the ml_clean CSV file 
tx_rx_ml_clean_file = (tx_call + '_TX-' + rx_call + '_RX_ml_cl.csv') 
ml_clean = pd.read_csv(data_path + tx_rx_ml_clean_file) 
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# Set date as index 
wspr_data = ml_clean.copy() 
wspr_data.set_index('GMT', inplace=True) 
# Keep only the column with the desired frequency for analysis 
# '1.8', '3.6', '5.3', '7', '10.1', '14.1', '18.1', '21.1', 
#       '24.9', '28.1' 
wspr_data = wspr_data.drop\ 
    (['idx', '1.8', '3.6', '5.3', '21.1', '24.9', '28.1'], axis=1) 
 
# Write data to outfile 
text_line = ('TX Call: ' + str(tx_call) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('RX Call: ' + str(rx_call) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('Frequencies: ' + str(wspr_data.columns.values) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('Look Back: ' + str(look_back) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('Look Forward: ' + str(look_forward) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('Number of Periods: ' + str(num_periods) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('Samples per Hour: ' + str(samp_per_hr) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('Start time: ' + str(start_time) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('Stop time: ' + str(end_time) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
 
# Use a sliding window to smooth data 
wspr_sm = wspr_data.rolling(bin_size).mean() 
# Replace NaN with original values 
for idy in range (0, wspr_sm.shape[1]): 
    for idx in range (0, bin_size-1): 
        wspr_sm.iloc[idx,idy] = wspr_data.iloc[idx,idy] 
 
# Normalize the data 
print('Normalize the time series') 
array = wspr_sm.values.reshape(wspr_sm.shape[0],wspr_sm.shape[1]) 
scl = MinMaxScaler() 
array = scl.fit_transform(array) 
 
# Split in Train and Test 
division = len(array) - num_periods*look_forward 
array_train = array[:division] # training data from beginning to division 
array_test = array[division-look_back:] # from division-lookback to data end 
 
print('Generate test Input [X_test] and Output [y_test] data') 
X_test, y_test = genInOutData(array_test, look_forward) 
# Convert from 3-dim array to 2-dim 
# Unravel array and loop through rows, overwriting original  
y_test = np.array([list(a.ravel()) for a in y_test]) 
 
print('Generate training Input [X] and Output [y] data') 
X, y = genInOutData(array_train, training_step) 
# Convert from 3-dim array to 2-dim 
# Unravel array and loop through rows, overwriting original  
y = np.array([list(x.ravel()) for x in y]) 
 
# Take the X time series input rows and corresponding and y output 
# and split them into training and validation data sets 
# X_train are the time series values used to train the model 
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# y_train are the output values corresponding to X_train 
# X_validate are the time series values excluded from training the model 
# y_validate are the output values corresponding to X_validate 
X_train, X_validate, y_train, y_validate = \ 
    train_test_split(X, y, test_size=test_ratio, random_state=23) 
 
print('X_train.shape: ', X_train.shape) 
print('X_validate.shape: ', X_validate.shape) 
print('X_test.shape: ', X_test.shape) 
print('y_train.shape: ', y_train.shape) 
print('y_validate.shape: ', y_validate.shape) 
print('y_test.shape: ', y_test.shape) 
 
# Write lstm model data to output file 
text_line = ('First Layer Cells: ' + str(layer1_num_cells) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('Second Layer Cells: ' + str(layer2_num_cells) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('num_epochs: ' + str(num_epochs) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
text_line = ('Number of Features: ' + str(num_features) + '\n') 
outfile.write(text_line) 
now = datetime.now() 
time_string = now.strftime("%d/%m/%Y %H:%M:%S") 
 
if build_model: 
    print('Start Building Model: ', time_string) 
    text_line = ('Start Building Model: ' + time_string + '\n') 
    outfile.write(text_line) 
else: 
    print('Loading Model: ', time_string) 
    text_line = ('Loading Model: ' + time_string + '\n') 
    outfile.write(text_line) 
 
# Build model or load model 
if build_model: 
    #Build the LSTM model 
    model = Sequential() 
    model.add(LSTM(layer1_num_cells,input_shape= \ 
                    (look_back,num_features), return_sequences=True)) 
    model.add(LSTM(layer2_num_cells,input_shape= \ 
              (layer1_num_cells,1))) 
    model.add(Dense(look_forward * num_features)) 
    model.compile(loss='mean_squared_error', optimizer='adam') 
     
    history = model.fit(X_train,y_train,num_epochs=num_epochs,validation_data=\ 
              (X_validate,y_validate),shuffle=True,batch_size=2, verbose=2) 
 
    # Model build complete 
    now = datetime.now() 
    time_string = now.strftime("%d/%m/%Y %H:%M:%S") 
    print('Complete Building Model: ', time_string) 
    text_line = ('Complete Building Model: ' + time_string + '\n') 
    outfile.write(text_line) 
     
    #Save the model 
    if local_run: 
        model_file = 'Model\lstm_{}_LB{}_FD{}_E{}_F{}_S{}.h5'\ 
        .format(series_name, look_back, look_forward, num_epochs, \ 
                layer1_num_cells, layer2_num_cells) 
    else: 
        model_file = 'Model/lstm_{}_LB{}_FD{}_E{}_F{}_S{}.h5'\ 
        .format(series_name, look_back, look_forward, num_epochs, \ 
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                layer1_num_cells, layer2_num_cells) 
     
    model.save(model_file) 
 
else:  # Load model from file 
    if local_run: 
        model_file = 'Model\lstm_{}_LB{}_FD{}_E{}_F{}_S{}.h5'\ 
            .format(series_name, look_back, look_forward, num_epochs, \ 
            layer1_num_cells, layer2_num_cells) 
    else: 
        model_file = 'Model/lstm_{}_LB{}_FD{}_E{}_F{}_S{}.h5'\ 
            .format(series_name, look_back, look_forward, num_epochs, \ 
            layer1_num_cells, layer2_num_cells) 
    model = load_model (model_file) 
    print("Loaded model `{}`".format(model_file)) 
    text_line = ("Loaded model `{}`".format(model_file) + '\n') 
    outfile.write(text_line) 
 
# Use the model to predict output time series using X_test (previously unused) 
Yt = model.predict(X_test) 
 
# Predict how the model reacts to all data in Train and Test set 
# Use entire data set for testing and training 
remainder = division%look_forward 
full_array_train = array[remainder:division] 
full_array_test = array[division-look_back:] 
 
# Training time series 
Xtrain, ytrain = genInOutData(full_array_train, look_forward) 
# Test time series 
Xtest, ytest = genInOutData(full_array_test, look_forward) 
 
# Predict output of Xtrain 
Ytrain = model.predict(Xtrain) 
Ytrain = Ytrain.ravel() 
 
# Predict output of Xtest 
Ytest = model.predict(Xtest) 
Ytest = Ytest.ravel() 
 
# Merge real data used as input 
x_real = np.concatenate((full_array_train, full_array_test), axis=0) 
 
# Merge output ytrain and ytest  
y = np.concatenate((ytrain, ytest), axis=0) 
 
# Get predicted model output (Ytrain) ready for plotting 
train_pred_x = [] 
for idx in range (look_back + remainder, len(Ytrain) + look_back + remainder): 
    train_pred_x.append(idx) 
 
train_pred_y = scl.inverse_transform (Ytrain.reshape(-1,num_features)) 
 
# Get predicted model output (Ytest) ready for plotting 
test_pred_x = [] 
for idx in range (look_back + remainder + len(Ytrain), len(Ytrain)+ \ 
         len(Ytest) + look_back+remainder): 
    test_pred_x.append(idx) 
 
test_pred_y = scl.inverse_transform (Ytest.reshape(-1,num_features)) 
 
# Get the output time series data (y) ready for plotting 
output_x = [] 
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for idx in range (look_back + remainder, look_back + remainder+ \ 
         len(Ytrain) + len(Ytest)): 
    output_x.append(idx) 
 
output_y = scl.inverse_transform (y.reshape(-1,num_features)) 
 
# Compute RMSE for training and test data 
output_train = output_y[0:len(train_pred_y)] 
output_test = output_y[len(train_pred_y):] 
col_labels = wspr_sm.columns 
 
# Print RMSE for training data 
rmse_train = [] 
for idx in range (0, num_features): 
    rmse_train.append(mean_squared_error(output_train[:,idx],\ 
                    train_pred_y[:,idx], squared=False)) 
    print('RMSE for', str(col_labels[idx]),\ 
          'MHz model vs. training data (dB): ', rmse_train[idx]) 
    text_line = ('RMSE for ' + str(col_labels[idx]) +\ 
          ' MHz model vs. training data (dB): ' + str(rmse_train[idx]) + '\n') 
    outfile.write(text_line) 
 
# Print RMSE for test data 
rmse_test = [] 
for idx in range (0, num_features): 
    rmse_test.append(mean_squared_error(output_test[:,idx],\ 
                    test_pred_y[:,idx], squared=False)) 
    print('RMSE for', str(col_labels[idx]),\ 
          'MHz model vs. test data (dB): ', rmse_test[idx]) 
    text_line = ('RMSE for ' + str(col_labels[idx]) +\ 
          ' MHz model vs. test data (dB): ' + str(rmse_test[idx]) + '\n') 
    outfile.write(text_line) 
 
# Write csv header for training file 
text_line = str('DateStamp,') 
for idx in range (0, num_features): 
    text_line = text_line + 'y_train_act_' + str(col_labels[idx]) +\ 
        '_MHz(dB),Yt_train_pred_' + str(col_labels[idx]) + '_MHz(dB)' 
    if idx < (num_features - 1): 
        text_line = text_line + ',' 
    else: 
        text_line = text_line + '\n' 
trainfile.write(text_line) 
 
# Loop through training data and write prediction and actual to file 
for idx in range (0, len(train_pred_y)): 
    text_line = (str(int(start_time + (3600/samp_per_hr)*\ 
                (remainder + look_back+idx))) + ',') 
    for idy in range (0, num_features): 
        text_line = text_line + str(output_train[idx, idy]) + ',' +\ 
            str(train_pred_y[idx, idy]) 
        if idy < (num_features - 1): 
            text_line = text_line + ',' 
        else: 
            text_line = text_line + '\n' 
    trainfile.write(text_line) 
 
# Write csv header for test file 
text_line = str('DateStamp,') 
for idx in range (0, num_features): 
    text_line = text_line + 'Yt_test_pred_' + str(col_labels[idx]) +\ 
        '_MHz(dB),y_test_act_' + str(col_labels[idx]) + '_MHz(dB)' 
    if idx < (num_features - 1): 
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        text_line = text_line + ',' 
    else: 
        text_line = text_line + '\n' 
testfile.write(text_line) 
 
# Loop through test data and write prediction and actual to file 
for idx in range (0, len(test_pred_y)): 
    text_line = (str(int(start_time + (3600/samp_per_hr)*\ 
                (remainder + look_back + len(train_pred_y) + idx))) + ',') 
 
    for idy in range (0, num_features): 
        text_line = text_line + str(test_pred_y[idx, idy]) + ',' +\ 
            str(output_test[idx, idy]) 
        if idy < (num_features - 1): 
            text_line = text_line + ',' 
        else: 
            text_line = text_line + '\n' 
    testfile.write(text_line) 
 
# Close files     
outfile.close() 
trainfile.close() 
testfile.close() 
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APPENDIX E:  ML_CL_CORR.PY 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
""" 
ml_cl_corr.py 
Last Updated:  4 Jul 2020 
 
Goal:  analyze statistics for *_TX-*_RX-ml_cl.csv data files 
 
Input: 
    *_TX-* _RX_ml_cl.csv:       ML data after cleaning 
 
Variables: 
    data_path:      directory containing data files 
    tx_call:        Transmitter callsign 
    rx_call:        Receiver callsign 
    series_name:    Name of series under analysis 
    freq:           Frequency under analysis 
    start_time:     WSPRnet data start time 
    end_time:       WSPRnet data stop time 
    samp_size:      number of samples for daily correlation 
    samp_per_hr:    number of data samples per hour (4 is typical) 
    local_run:      if True, script runs on local PC 
     
Functions: 
    lagCorrel:      Computes daily lagged correlation from time series data 
     
Output: 
    *_TX-*_RX_correl.csv:    lagged correlation of ml_cl data file 
     
@author: Jim Taylor 
""" 
 
import numpy as np 
import pandas as pd 
 
# Variables ****************************************************************** 
 
samp_size = 96 
samp_per_hr = 4 
freq = 18.1 
series_name = str(freq) +'_MHz' 
 
# TX, RX, and data path information 
local_run = True # run script on local PC (show graphs), set data_path 
tx_call = 'KD6RF' 
rx_call = 'WA2ZKD' 
 
# Set data path 
if local_run: 
    data_path=(r'D:\Cloud Storage\Google Drive\UNL\Dissertation\HF Propagation'  
    r'\Code\Data\\') 
else: # Data path for HCC 
    data_path = ('/work/tellab/jmtaylor/Code/Data/') 
 
# Unix date format: (start_time/86400)+DATE(1970,1,1) 
# WSPRnet data is expressed in time relative to GMT 
start_time = 1575158400 # 12/1/2019 at 12:00 AM 
end_time = 1577836799 # 12/31/2019 at 11:59 PM 
days = int(1+(end_time - start_time) / 86400) 
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# Open files for writing data 
outfile = open(tx_call + '_TX-' + rx_call + '_RX_' +\ 
               series_name + '_correl.csv','w+') 
 
# Functions ****************************************************************** 
 
# Calculates daily lagged correlation across time series data 
def lagCorrel(data): 
    X, Y = [], [] 
    X_dif, Y_dif = [], [] 
    X_dif_sq, Y_dif_sq = [], [] 
    #Initialize output 
    correl = np.zeros((days,days)) 
    for idx in range (0, days): 
        # Set X sample in time series data 
        first_X_samp = samp_size*idx 
        last_X_samp = samp_size*(idx+1) 
        X = data[first_X_samp:last_X_samp].values 
        # Calculate X mean 
        X_avg = np.average(X) 
        # Calculate the sample difference from mean 
        X_dif = X - X_avg 
        # Calculate the difference from mean squared 
        X_dif_sq = X_dif * X_dif 
        # Calculate the sum of the difference from mean squared 
        X_dif_sq_sum = np.sum(X_dif_sq) 
         
        for idy in range (0, days): 
            # Set Y sample in time series data 
            first_Y_samp = samp_size*idy 
            last_Y_samp = samp_size*(idy+1) 
            Y = data[first_Y_samp:last_Y_samp].values 
            # Calculate Y mean 
            Y_avg = np.average(Y) 
            # Calculate the sample difference from mean 
            Y_dif = Y - Y_avg 
            # Calculate the difference from mean squared 
            Y_dif_sq = Y_dif * Y_dif 
            # Calculate the sum of the difference from mean squared 
            Y_dif_sq_sum = np.sum(Y_dif_sq) 
            # Calculate the product of X_dif and Y_dif 
            X_dif_Y_dif_prod = X_dif * Y_dif 
            # Sum the product of X_dif and Y_dif 
            X_dif_Y_dif_prod_sum = np.sum(X_dif_Y_dif_prod) 
            # Compute correlation 
            correl[idx,idy] = X_dif_Y_dif_prod_sum/\ 
                np.sqrt(X_dif_sq_sum * Y_dif_sq_sum) 
     
    return (correl) 
  
# Begin Program ************************************************************** 
 
# Load the ml_clean CSV file 
tx_rx_ml_clean_file = (tx_call + '_TX-' + rx_call + '_RX_ml_cl.csv') 
ml_clean = pd.read_csv(data_path + tx_rx_ml_clean_file) 
 
# Set date as index 
wspr_data = ml_clean[[str(freq)]].copy() 
#wspr_data.set_index('GMT', inplace=True) 
# Keep only the column with the desired frequency for analysis 
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# Calculate correlation across the data set 
daily_correl = lagCorrel(wspr_data) 
 
# Write csv header for lagged correlation output file 
text_line = 'Correl,' 
for idx in range (0, days-1): 
    text_line = text_line + (str(idx+1) + ',') 
text_line = text_line + str(days) + '\n' 
outfile.write(text_line) 
 
# Loop through days and write csv data to output file 
for idx in range (0, days): 
    text_line = str(idx+1) + ',' 
    for idy in range (0, days-1): # Stops at days-1 to remove comma 
        text_line = text_line + str(daily_correl[idx, idy]) + ',' 
     
    # Add last data point without comma, add return, and write to file 
    text_line = text_line + str(daily_correl[idx, idy+1]) + '\n' 
    outfile.write(text_line) 
     
# Close files     
outfile.close() 
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APPENDIX F:  ML_CL_XCORR.PY 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
""" 
ml_cl_xcorr.py 
Last Updated:  5 Jul 2020 
 
Goal:  compute the cross correlation between received data files  
       for two *_TX-*_RX-ml_cl.csv data files 
 
Input: 
    *_TX-*_RX1_ml_cl.csv:       RX station 1 ML data after cleaning 
    *_TX-*_RX2_ml_cl.csv:       RX station 2 ML data after cleaning 
 
Variables: 
    data_path:      directory containing data files 
    tx_call:        Transmitter callsign 
    rx1_call:       Receiver station 1 callsign 
    rx2_call:       Receiver station 2 callsign 
    series_name:    Name of series under analysis 
    freq:           Frequency under analysis 
    start_time:     WSPRnet data start time 
    end_time:       WSPRnet data stop time 
    samp_size:      number of samples for daily correlation 
    samp_per_hr:    number of data samples per hour (4 is typical) 
    local_run:      if True, script runs on local PC 
     
Functions: 
    xCorrel:        Computes daily cross correlation from time series data 
     
Output: 
    *_TX-*_RX_xcorr.csv:    Cross correlation of ml_cl data file 
     
@author: Jim Taylor 
""" 
 
import numpy as np 
import pandas as pd 
 
# Variables ****************************************************************** 
 
samp_size = 96 
samp_per_hr = 4 
freq = 18.1 
series_name = str(freq) +'_MHz' 
 
# TX, RX, and data path information 
local_run = True # run script on local PC (show graphs), set data_path 
tx_call = 'KD6RF' 
rx1_call = 'NO1D' 
rx2_call = 'AI6VN' 
 
# Set data path 
if local_run: 
    data_path=(r'D:\Cloud Storage\Google Drive\UNL\Dissertation\HF Propagation'  
    r'\Code\Data\\') 
else: # Data path for HCC 
    data_path = ('/work/tellab/jmtaylor/Code/Data/') 
 
# Unix date format: (start_time/86400)+DATE(1970,1,1) 
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# WSPRnet data is expressed in time relative to GMT 
start_time = 1575158400 # 12/1/2019 at 12:00 AM 
end_time = 1577836799 # 12/31/2019 at 11:59 PM 
days = int(1+(end_time - start_time) / 86400) 
 
# Open files for writing data 
outfile = open(tx_call + '_TX-' + rx1_call + '_RX1_' + rx2_call + '_RX2_'+\ 
               series_name + '_xcorr.csv','w+') 
 
# Functions ****************************************************************** 
 
# Calculates daily cross correlation across two time series data 
def xCorrel(data1, data2): 
    X, Y = [], [] 
    X_dif, Y_dif = [], [] 
    X_dif_sq, Y_dif_sq = [], [] 
    #Initialize output 
    correl = np.zeros((days,days)) 
    for idx in range (0, days): 
        # Set X sample in time series data 
        first_X_samp = samp_size*idx 
        last_X_samp = samp_size*(idx+1) 
        X = data1[first_X_samp:last_X_samp].values 
        # Calculate X mean 
        X_avg = np.average(X) 
        # Calculate the sample difference from mean 
        X_dif = X - X_avg 
        # Calculate the difference from mean squared 
        X_dif_sq = X_dif * X_dif 
        # Calculate the sum of the difference from mean squared 
        X_dif_sq_sum = np.sum(X_dif_sq) 
         
        for idy in range (0, days): 
            # Set Y sample in time series data 
            first_Y_samp = samp_size*idy 
            last_Y_samp = samp_size*(idy+1) 
            Y = data2[first_Y_samp:last_Y_samp].values 
            # Calculate Y mean 
            Y_avg = np.average(Y) 
            # Calculate the sample difference from mean 
            Y_dif = Y - Y_avg 
            # Calculate the difference from mean squared 
            Y_dif_sq = Y_dif * Y_dif 
            # Calculate the sum of the difference from mean squared 
            Y_dif_sq_sum = np.sum(Y_dif_sq) 
            # Calculate the product of X_dif and Y_dif 
            X_dif_Y_dif_prod = X_dif * Y_dif 
            # Sum the product of X_dif and Y_dif 
            X_dif_Y_dif_prod_sum = np.sum(X_dif_Y_dif_prod) 
            # Compute correlation 
            correl[idx,idy] = X_dif_Y_dif_prod_sum/\ 
                np.sqrt(X_dif_sq_sum * Y_dif_sq_sum) 
     
    return (correl) 
  
# Begin Program ************************************************************** 
 
# Load the ml_clean CSV files 
tx_rx1_ml_clean_file = (tx_call + '_TX-' + rx1_call + '_RX_ml_cl.csv') 
ml_clean1 = pd.read_csv(data_path + tx_rx1_ml_clean_file) 
tx_rx2_ml_clean_file = (tx_call + '_TX-' + rx2_call + '_RX_ml_cl.csv') 
ml_clean2 = pd.read_csv(data_path + tx_rx2_ml_clean_file) 
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# Set date as index 
wspr_data1 = ml_clean1[[str(freq)]].copy() 
wspr_data2 = ml_clean2[[str(freq)]].copy() 
#wspr_data.set_index('GMT', inplace=True) 
# Keep only the column with the desired frequency for analysis 
 
 
# Calculate correlation across the data set 
daily_xcorr = xCorrel(wspr_data1, wspr_data2) 
 
# Write csv header for lagged cross correlation output file 
text_line = 'X_Corr,' 
for idx in range (0, days-1): 
    text_line = text_line + (str(idx+1) + ',') 
text_line = text_line + str(days) + '\n' 
outfile.write(text_line) 
 
# Loop through days and write csv data to output file 
for idx in range (0, days): 
    text_line = str(idx+1) + ',' 
    for idy in range (0, days-1): # Stops at days-1 to remove comma 
        text_line = text_line + str(daily_xcorr[idx, idy]) + ',' 
     
    # Add last data point without comma, add return, and write to file 
    text_line = text_line + str(daily_xcorr[idx, idy+1]) + '\n' 
    outfile.write(text_line) 
     
# Close files     
outfile.close() 
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APPENDIX G:  NO1D ASSESSMENT 
 
Figure 26.  NO1D FIIPL 1-source and other SNR predictions at 7 MHz using test data. 
 
Figure 27.  NO1D FIIPL multi- and 1-source SNR predictions at 7 MHz using test data. 
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Figure 28.  NO1D FIIPL 1-source and other SNR predictions at 10.1 MHz using test data. 
 
Figure 29.  NO1D FIIPL multi- and 1-source SNR predictions at 10.1 MHz using test data. 
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Figure 30.  NO1D FIIPL 1-source and other SNR predictions at 14.1 MHz using test data. 
 
Figure 31.  NO1D FIIPL multi- and 1-source SNR predictions at 14.1 MHz using test data. 
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Figure 32.  NO1D FIIPL 1-source and other SNR predictions at 18.1 MHz using test data. 
 
Figure 33.  NO1D FIIPL multi- and 1-source SNR predictions at 18.1 MHz using test data. 
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Table 6.  NO1D daily autocorrelation at 7 MHz. 
 
 
Table 7.  NO1D daily autocorrelation at 10.1 MHz. 
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Table 8.  NO1D daily autocorrelation at 14.1 MHz. 
 
 
Table 9.  NO1D daily autocorrelation at 18.1 MHz. 
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APPENDIX H:  KK6PR ASSESSMENT 
 
Figure 34.  KK6PR FIIPL multi- and 1-source SNR predictions at 7 MHz using test data. 
 
Figure 35.  KK6PR FIIPL multi- and 1-source SNR predictions at 10.1 MHz using test data. 
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Figure 36.  KK6PR FIIPL multi- and 1-source SNR predictions at 14.1 MHz using test data. 
 
Figure 37.  KK6PR FIIPL multi- and 1-source SNR predictions at 18.1 MHz using test data. 
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Table 10.  KK6PR daily autocorrelation at 7 MHz. 
 
 
Table 11.  KK6PR daily autocorrelation at 10.1 MHz. 
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Table 12.  KK6PR daily autocorrelation at 14.1 MHz. 
 
 
Table 13.  KK6PR daily autocorrelation at 18.1 MHz. 
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APPENDIX I:  KD2OM ASSESSMENT 
 
Figure 38.  KD2OM FIIPL multi- and 1-source SNR predictions at 7 MHz using test data. 
 
Figure 39.  KD2OM FIIPL multi- and 1-source SNR predictions at 10.1 MHz using test data. 
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Figure 40.  KD2OM FIIPL multi- and 1-source SNR predictions at 14.1 MHz using test data. 
 
Figure 41.  KD2OM FIIPL multi- and 1-source SNR predictions at 18.1 MHz using test data. 
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Table 14.  KD2OM daily autocorrelation at 7 MHz. 
 
 
Table 15.  KD2OM daily autocorrelation at 10.1 MHz. 
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Table 16.  KD2OM daily autocorrelation at 14.1 MHz. 
 
 
Table 17.  KD2OM daily autocorrelation at 18.1 MHz. 
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APPENDIX J:  RMSE RESULTS 
Table 18.  RMSE at 7 MHz. 
     RMSE (dB) at 7 MHz 
 VOACAP 
Daily 
Avg. 
1-Day 
Lag 
FIIPL 1-
src FIIPL multi-src 
AI6VN 6.72 4.38 3.64 3.06 3.12 
KD2OM 11.36 3.57 3.99 4.65 3.47 
KJ6MKI 10.84 3.71 4.15 3.95 4.07 
KK6PR 14.95 4.20 4.71 4.50 4.08 
N2HQI 15.46 3.80 3.89 3.75 3.54 
ND7M 12.97 4.40 5.28 5.98 4.76 
NO1D 14.00 3.38 4.10 3.07 3.29 
WA2ZKD 13.09 3.38 4.01 4.20 3.41 
 
 
Table 19.  RMSE at 10.1 MHz. 
     RMSE (dB) at 10.1 MHz 
 VOACAP 
Daily 
Avg. 
1-Day 
Lag FIIPL 1-src FIIPL multi-src 
AI6VN 11.76 4.50 4.19 4.95 3.85 
KD2OM 13.20 6.98 6.26 4.65 4.63 
KJ6MKI 15.88 5.77 6.74 6.77 5.62 
KK6PR 21.98 4.37 4.50 4.26 3.45 
N2HQI 11.35 6.61 7.20 6.27 5.63 
ND7M 12.62 7.19 8.02 7.56 7.35 
NO1D 13.00 6.26 6.46 5.83 5.96 
WA2ZKD 15.90 7.03 7.50 5.96 5.07 
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Table 20.  RMSE at 14.1 MHz. 
     RMSE (dB) at 14.1 MHz 
 VOACAP 
Daily 
Avg. 
1-Day 
Lag FIIPL 1-src FIIPL multi-src 
AI6VN 9.10 5.70 3.83 3.36 3.45 
KD2OM 8.62 7.19 3.35 2.94 2.83 
KJ6MKI 17.72 4.57 4.46 4.00 3.68 
KK6PR 19.97 2.49 2.35 1.98 1.97 
N2HQI 8.23 5.85 3.61 3.19 3.25 
ND7M 9.64 6.48 3.82 3.66 3.18 
NO1D 10.68 7.00 4.50 4.30 4.42 
WA2ZKD 12.20 4.57 2.36 2.00 2.63 
 
 
Table 21.  RMSE at 18.1 MHz. 
     RMSE (dB) at 18.1 MHz 
 VOACAP 
Daily 
Avg. 
1-Day 
Lag 
FIIPL 1-
src FIIPL multi-src 
AI6VN 6.77 6.49 3.95 3.50 3.37 
KD2OM 14.07 5.56 6.48 5.24 4.31 
KJ6MKI 9.65 7.25 4.08 3.53 3.20 
KK6PR 11.16 4.45 3.75 2.78 2.87 
N2HQI 13.48 9.80 5.94 4.99 4.65 
ND7M 15.45 6.46 5.75 5.73 4.45 
NO1D 15.44 6.01 5.93 5.46 5.01 
WA2ZKD 16.64 4.79 4.85 5.00 3.66 
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Figure 42.  RMSE improvement over VOACAP at 7 MHz. 
 
 
Figure 43.  RMSE improvement over VOACAP at 10.1 MHz. 
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Figure 44.  RMSE improvement over VOACAP at 14.1 MHz. 
 
 
Figure 45.  RMSE improvement over VOACAP at 18.1 MHz. 
